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A REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO HEALTH CARE DELIVERY
 

'URPOSE OF 
 Many observers have pointed out the pressing need for new approaches

to the delivery of health care in the developing world; approaches
REVIEW 
 that will maximize the use of existing resources enabling health
care to be made available to a wide range of people in need, especially in underserved rural 
areas.
 

This paper will review a number of alternative approaches which
have been used in health programs around the world to expand the
breadth and scope of health services. Its intended audience is
health planners and policy makers in developing countries who are
faced with th practical problem of meeting the 
ever increasing
expectations for health services in their countries. 
The motivating rationale for this review is the belief that independent
invention is 
a wasteful process and that it is both possible and
useful to accelerate the rate at which new ideas about the delivery
of health care diffuse throughout the world. 
By providing access
to information about innovative approaches being followed in
a
variety of health programs, both in the developing world and in
the developed, it is hoped that these planners and policy makers
will be better prepared to evaluate the range of alternatives
for the organization of health services and to design their own
programs in
a way that will bring the greatest amount of health
benefit to the widest possible group of people.
 

URCES OF 
 The examples of innovative approaches to health delivery reviewed
in this paper have been gathered from literature and from informants
FORMATION 
 who have actual experience with the specific programs. 
 No claim
ismade that the programs described here represent a comprehensive
review of all the worthwhile experiments in expanding health 
services or that the particular programs reported on are complete and
up to date in every detail. To emphasize the tentative nature of
this review, and to facilitate its revision, it is being prepared
in loose leaf fashion to allow additions and amendments to be made
as needed. Information from readers on other programs which should
be included in the review and corrections or updating on programs
described will be greatly appreciated.
 

The methods of information gathering used for this review have
serious limitations, not the least of which is the necessi-ty to
rely heavily on program administrators for a description and
evaluation of their own programs. 
 Ideally, the often times uncritical data obtained in this fashion should be substantiated by
independent observations. Unfortunately, as site visits were not
possible, gaps between program descriptions and actual performance
may in some cases go undetected. (See Appendices A and B for
examples of gaps that did not go unnoted.)
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fAT ARE 


rERNATIVE 


ROACHES? 


ERNATIVE 


WHAT? 


For the purpose of understanding the intended meaning of the term
"alternative approaches", as used in this review, the phrase

"beyond the health center" could be easily substituted for "alternative", Almost all developing countries have evolved some varient

of the health center approach to providing health services to
rural peoples. This approach relies on some form of rural health
facility to provide for the curative and preventive health needs
 
of a defined population. In actual practice, these health centers,
usually staffed by highly trained physicians, nurses and support

staff, are inundated with demands for curative health care, with
the result that most of the health center's activities revolve
around the care of persons who come to the health center seeking
services. 
 Only seldom does the health center reach out to the
community it is intended to serve to provide such basic services
as immunization, health education, sanitation or simple curative
 
care.
 

"Beyond the health center" approaches to health care are ones that
attempt to extend the range of health services past the stationary

limits of a health facility into the villages and homes in the
community. 
As the examples that follow will demonstrate, there
 are a number of ways that this can 
be done. They usually follow
two basic lines, however. In one, health personnel assigned to the
health center are trained, motivated, and, if necessary, mandated
to bring their services to the villages and homes of people living

around the health center.
 

This approach, at its best, views the community as 
the patient.

The health center becomes primarily a place for health personnel
to "work out of" when providing care and services to the community.
In order to meet the demand for health services which is generated
by a system that brings health care directly to the people, it is
often necessary to develop new categories of health workers and new
strategies for influencing health. To be effective these new strategies must incorporate plans for concentrated efforts in preventive health services in the community such as immunization, education in nutrition, sanitation, and the provision of family planning
information and services. 
 The key to the success of such programs

is,without fail, 
the attitude of the health workers, their understanding of health problems in the community and support that they
receive both from the community rnd their supervisors at the health
 
center.
 

The other basic approach which may be followed in extending modern

health care beyond the health center is the one that begins with
the recognition that every society or cultural group has its own
intricate systems for providing for the health of its members.
These systems of care, which invariably have deep roots 
in the
tradition and culture of the society, and which, with few exceptions, are highly accepted and valued by the vast r ajority ofthe population, serve as the base upon which an effective system

of health care can be built.
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There are a number of reasons why new approaches to delivering

health care are essential in the developing world. For the purpose
of this review, however, we will limit our discussion of needs to
 
the four Cs: Culture, Cost, Continuity, Coverage.
 

Culture - Beliefs concerning the cause and proper treatment of
disease effect the action that an 
individual takes when he is
 
ill. This set of beliefs and attitudes about health is onlyone small component of that total set of beliefs that make up
a society's culture. Many systems of health care that: have
been set up in the developi-ij ;.,:orld have riot devoted proper
attention to the cultural factors effecting actions that people
take for health care and health maintenance. In many cases

the so-called cultural gap between the providers of irtral health
services and their users is not as much a cultural clash as it 
is a life style clash. 

Sophisticated urban trained physicians and nurses, even~though

they may share the same culture as their rural brothers, seldom

have a sensitivity to the unique sets of attitudes, beliefs and

practices which shape each aspect of health in 
a traditional
 
un-urbanized society.
 

Innovative approaches to health care are needed that direct them-,selves to the specific question of translating modern medicine 
into a form that can be understood and appreciated by persons
who have limited familiarity with it. By bringing health ser.vices to the community and community representatives to the

delivery of service it is postulated that: modern health concepts

can be made more compatible with traditional beliefs and
 
behaviors.
 

Costs -. As the information presented below indicates there are
few developing countries which have the resources, especially
money and manpower, to adequately meet the health needs of their 
populations. 

Health Expenditure Per Numbe i---f- sons
Country Capita Per Annum (US$)* 
 Per Physician** 

Nepal 
 .38 49,770

India 
 .40 
 4,800

Afghanistan 
 .40++ 20,000

Nigeria .50 
 58,260

Thailand 
 .60 
 7,970

Malawi 
 .64 75,250

Sudan 
 1.02 15,940
Guatemala 
 2.36 3,620 
Senegal 3.46 14,940

United Kingdom 81.00 
 820
United States 221.00 
 630
 

* From Bryant and King (1967 - 1968) 
** WHO - World Health Statistics Annual 1970 - pp. 41 - 45 
++ Estimates of Government Expenditure only - 1972
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Inorder to capitalize on existing health systems to expand ser
vices, it is essential to first understand the components which
 
make up that system. This requires a careful analysis of not only

the types of health resources available to the community, including

such diverse categories as indigenous practitioners, native midwives, itinerant "injection" doctors, bonesetters, toothpullers,

herbalists, spiritualists, pharmacists, bazaar medicine shops,
western or modern practitioners and self care systems, but also of
the attitudes of the community towards the prevention and cure of

disease and their perception of the pathways to be followed to
receive appropriate treatment for each health problem. 
Another

important, but frequently neglected area of investigation is the
 
amount which is spent in the community on the various traditional

health practices. 
This question becomes particularly critical when
introducing a modern system of health service which is in potential

economic competition with the existing system into 
a community or

when evaluating the extent to which a community would be able to
 
support the cost cf modern health service that it demands.
 

After having analyzed the various components that make up the

existing health system, consideration then must be given as 
to how

each can be harnessed to provide services that will be compatible with
 a scientific undprstandinq of moethodg of controlling disease. 
 In
the action phase of this approach, traditional resources are integrated with health center resources in the common goal of effectively

meeting the health needs of the villages they serve.
 

The two basic lines may be viewed as the "push" and "pull" approaches

to health delivery. In the first approach, services are pushed down
from the health center into the community; in the second approach,

community persons are pulled up to the health center to gain under
standing in the recognition and treatment of health needs and to
assist health authorities in introducing modern health services into

the rural communities they serve.
 

Community
t"Push"of health worker
 

"Pl"of community resources muiy
 

- ', Resources]
 

As will be seen from the examples that follow, these two approaches

are not mutually exclusive. Some of the most successful programs

are those which combine the "push" and "pull" approaches, using

village level 
persons to work in conjunction with health center
 
workers who reach out to bring services to the community.
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Given the severe constraints on planning health services, it is
 
essential that programs be designed that are efficient - i.e. that
 
make the best possible use of available resources to meet existing

needs. New approaches to delivery are demanded that carefully
 
weigh cost effectiveness. For example, it often costs as much-as
 
ten times as much to train and support one physician as one
 
village health worker trained in simple curative and preventive
 
care. The question which arises, aside from whether there will
 
ever be enough doctors to meet the needs for village level health
 
care in a developing country, is whether a physician is ten times
 
as effective as a village health worker in meeting basic health
 
problems. In view of the consistent pattern of disease found in
 
most rural sectors of developing countries and the typical patterns

of illness which villagers recognize as problems (these two are
 
not always identical) there appears to be reason to believe that
 
a village based worker with minimal training, a basic kit of
 
diagnostic tools and medicines and an appreciation of preventive
 
health measures can be an effective agent in helping a community
 
overcome its burden of disease.
 

Continuity - The need for health services is continuous. Not only

do acute illnesses occur at all times of the day and night, but
 
many different types of health programs, such as sanitation improve
ment, tuberculosis treatment or family planning motivation require
 
long term followup.
 

Community health workers, even if they are not community residents

themselves, have the potential to provide regular care and followup;
 
local health workers, living in the villages they serve, have the
 
potential to provide services on virtually a 24 hour a day schedule,
 
every day of the year. There are few health centers or hospitals

which can offer their users such continuously available services.
 

Coverage - A number of studies of health services in the developing

world have pointed out that the vast majority (up to 85% according

to some studies) of users of health centers come from within a
 
five mile radius of that facility. This fact appears to demonstrate
 
that, even if a country had the resources and health manpower to
 
open an extensive network of health centers, it is doubtful whether
 
those centers would ever be able to adequately care for the health
 
needs of vast segments of the rural population. For example, if
 
the formula is used that a health center can effectively serve
 
only those living within a five mile radius of it,a country like
 
Afghanistan with an area of 245,000 square miles (1/3 of which is
 
said to be inhabited) would require 1030 health centers in order
 
to care for the health needs of its population.
 

Another aspect of the problem of coverage can be seen in many Middle
 
and Near Eastern countries where social and religious constraints
 
on women make it difficult for them to travel distances for health
 
services and preclude their treatment by male health workers, either
 
at health centers or in their own villages. In order to increase
 
the availability of health services for these women, and for their
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children whose health care is often received in association
with their mothers, it is essential that alternative approaches
to care in these countries in particular give emphasis to the
recruitment and training of female health workers.
 

Low cost alternative methods of health delivery, relying on
paramedical personnel 
to reach out heyond the health
center or local community resources 
to care for the majority
of village health needs, appear to be one practical hope for
providing health coverage to large, dispersed rural populations.
 

CAVEATS 
 The examples that follow attempt to illustrate new approaches which
have been developed to provide health care that is low cost and broad
in coverage. 
The examples, however, are from countrXies with a wide
range of political systems and geographic, economic and cultural
characteristics. 
 Care and judgement should be exercised in evaluating
which of the approaches would have merit and transferability to
countries with differing sets of characteristics.
 

Finally, although the examples presented in this review represent
interesting attempts to improve the delivery of health care, in only
a few cases do they provide the necessary information to assess the
impact that the program has had upon its intended target population.
What effect does the presence of a village health worker in
a Guatemalan village have upon the infant mortality rate in that village?
Does membership in 
a community health insurance scheme lead to imroved health in the community and for the individual in the community?
oes any new health program have an 
impact beyond the very important
one of satisfying a people's demands for health care?
 

It is essential 
to take a critical view of any new approach to the
delivery of health services 
to determine whether it is 
new in the
product it delivers as well 
as the shape that it takes. Evidence to
date as 
to whether the programs described in this review actually
provide a better product 
-
that is whether they lead to a demonstrable
improvement in the health and well being of the people they serve

is scant. 

-

Until additional information does become available, however, the health
planner must proceed to design his programs based on the selection of
approaches that have the highest probability of effecting positive
change in the health needs of his country. Hopefully, this review will
serve a purpose in helping to make that selection.
 



Papua, New Guinea 
- Aid Post Orderlies
 

BACKGROUND 


DESCRIPTION 


OF 


PROGRAM 


EVALUATION 


Maurice King in his book Medical 
Care in Developing Countries states that
patients should be treated as close to their homes as 
possible in the
smallest, cheapest, most humbly staffed and most simply equipped unit that
is capable of looking after them adequately. In Papua, New Guinea this
form of health care has been in operation for a number of years, using
minimally trained ad equipped Aid Post Orderlies 
(APOs) to deliver
services to widely dispersed rural populations.
 

Papua, New Guinea has 
a relatively large population, dispersed and isolated by difficult terrain and poor communication, which suffers from a
wide variety of the infant and adult diseases
countries. common to most devloping
In order to reach this population with basic curative and
preventive services, the Government, in cooperation with a network of
Mission hospitals, has for a number of years conducted a program for the
training and supervision of a group of village health workers called Aid
Post Orderlies.
 

The Aid Post Orderly participates in 
a one year training program 3tressing the recognition and treatment of the most common diseases found in
the rural sections of the country. 
In addition, emphasis isgiven in
the training program to such activities as community developmeit, health
education, sanitation and immunization. 
 At the successful completion of
training and, after one year of supervised practice, the APO is assigned
to a specific rural 
area where he will both live and work.
 
The APO is provided with a simple dispensary and home by the people in
the community which he serves. 
 Often the first step that an APO must
make, however, is 
to convince the community leaders of the importance
and value of the services which he has to offer and the need for the
community to cooperate in providing the necessary facilities and support
for him to perform his duties. 
APOs may or may not be from the villages
in which they work; some preferring to practice outside their own home
 areas.
 

The APO is supervised and receives his drugs and supplies from either
the government or mission hospital which has the responsibility for
health in his district. 
All APOs receive a salary from the government
and deliver their services and drugs to their patients free of charge.
 
The APO is issued a medical supply kit which includes about 14 basic
drugs to be used in the treatment of the most common illnesses encountered
in rural New Guinea. 
 He refers patients with illnesses he cannot treat
to 
the district health centers and hospitals and follows up on their
treatment when they return to their homes.
hospital when there is 

The APO also notifies the
an outbreak of a particular disease which he
incapable of handling himself thus acting as 
is
 

an early warning system of
epidemics in the country.
 

While it-is difficult to evaluate the exact impact that APOs have upon the
health of the communities they serve, it is generally believed that they
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provide an essential service to rural villages which would have no
access to modern health services. One indicator of the value placed
on the services of the APOs can be found in the pressure that was
placed upon the government by village councils to revise their
recent decision to stop training Aid Post Orderlies. As a result
of this pressure, the government will continue the APO programs 
as

before.
 

COMMENTS 
 Perhaps one of the most important roles of the APO is 
to serve as
liaison between villagers and governmental and mission health and
social services. 
 In this role they provide information about the
needs of people in remote areas and assist-the government and
missions in designing programs that will effectively meet these
 
needs.
 

SOURCES OF 	 Department of Public Health
 
Port Moresby


ADDITIONAL 	 Papua, New Guinea
 

INFORMATION
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Malawi - Village Tuberculosis Program
 

Tuberculosis is 
a disease which because of its high prevalence, communi
cability and debilitating effects deserves priority treatment in many
developing countries. 
 In 1964, Malawi, recognizing TB to be a problem

of such significance that it required a special focus, instituted a
village level program of case detection and domiciliary treatment.
 

The Malawi Tuberculosis Project was designed as a joint activity of the
Ministry of Health and the U.S. Peace Corps. 
 Forty Peace Corps volunteers
 
(PCVs) were assigned to the project after receiving special training in
tuberculosis case finding and treatment in the United States. 
 Each PCV
upon arriving in the country was 
assigned a Malawian health assistant (HA)

to work with him during the course of his assignment and to
take over the project at the completion of two years. Training for the
health assistant was carried out primarily on an on-the-job basis, working

with the PCV in the field.
 

Initially, each team (PCV and HA) selected a village with an 
approximated
population of 1000. After introducing the project and themselves to the
village leaders, the team began a door-to-door canvassing of the village,
recording the entire population and giving tuberculin tests (PPD) to each
member of the household. Symptoms were checked for each family member and
suspicious cases were further tested by x-ray and sputum slides for TB.
All final diagnoses and treatment recommendations were made by a 
Tubercu
losis physician assigned to the project.
 

Usual 
treatment for active cases was daily doses of INH and Thiacetazone.
 
Patients were ordinarily treated at home by the team with no change in
their work habit, diet or life style. 
 Contacts within the household were
placed on prophylactic regimen 
of INH and carefully observed for signs

and symptoms of active TB.
 

No formal evaluation was conducted during the few years that this program

was:in operation. 
However, the following conclusions based on the
impressions of PCVs (as expressed at their end-of-tour conference) can be
 
tentatively drawn:
 

Health workers with little special education beyond secondary
school 
can be trained to perform specific functions such as TB case
 
finding and treatment.
 
Domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis can be effective. 
Modern TB
drugs allow effective treatment programs to be launched at the

village level) with the central consideration to be that close
supervision be established to insure that patients take their pills

daily.

Tuberculosis is only one of many serious health problems facing

villagers and any successful program to combat tuberculosis must
be tied to efforts to improve nutrition, environmental conditions
 
and general health care, especially among the young.
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COMMENTS 
 It could be argued that such a program could not be successful without

the use of Peace Corps Volunteers. 
 It should be pointed out, however,
that none of the Peace Corps volunteers had had any specialized
training in health before joining the program and that they had received
only six weeks of training in tuberculosis case finding and treatment.

Also, a number of health assistants had begun working in villages
independently of the PCVs and were to all observations confident

in their tasks 	and effective in their operation.
 

The most serious question which can be raised about this approach is
the one of cost. Can a developing country afford an all 
out attack
 
on a particular disease such as tuberculosis? From a cost/benefit
point of view, would a single purpose program be better directed at
improving water supply systems, setting up nutrition programs or
carrying out immunizations over a broader segment of the population?

Or perhaps more appropriately given the frequency with which the
TB teams were requested to deal with a 
wide range of health problems
in the village, the question can also be asked whether tuberculosis
 
treatment should not be simply included as one component of a general

village health worker's activities.
 

SOURCES OF 	 Dr. Cecil Slome
 
Department of Epidemiology


tiDDITIONAL 	 University of North Carolina
 
School of Public Health
 

INFORMATION Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina
 



Guatemala - Health Promoters - Village Health Entrepreneurs
 

BACKGROUND Most developing countries are severely limited in the resources that
 
they have to apply to the delivery of health services, especially

among rural populations. 
 Not only is their supply of trained

medical personnel 
in short supply (and inequitably distributed), but

the amount of capital that they have available for drugs, equipment
and salaries is less than would be required to bring basic health

services within the reach of all 
of their citizens. In Guatemala

this problem is being met by a program of rural health care which
 
uses specially trained village health workers (health promoters) who
work as private entrepreneurs diagnosing common medical problems

and providing simple curative and preventive health services.
 

DESCRIPTION At Chimaltenango, in Highland Guatemala, a program has been set up

for the training and supervision of local village residents as
OF health promoters. Trainees for the program are selected with the
 
help of the leaders in the community with the understanding that
PROGRAM after completing the training program the promoters will 
return to
 
their own home village to live and work.
 

The training program, which is 
one year in length, and which can be
begun at almost anytime during a 
year, stresses the recognition of
symptoms rather than the complete understanding of disease processes.

Traineees come to the Behrhorst Clinic in Chimaltenango one day a

week for the duration of their training, during which time they
receive practical training in the recognition and treatment of the
 
most common illnesses that they will 
see in their work in the
 
communities. 
 The day begins with trainees making "rounds" with

physicians on the hospital staff, during which time the student sees

the patient and his problem first hand and discusses with the

doctors how the patient can be managed in his own home village and

how the disease can be prevented. Afternoons are devoted to

seminars and discussion of special health problems and approaches to
 
their management.
 

After completing the training program and successfully passing a

final exam to demonstrate his understarding and ability, the

health promoter is allowed to dispense medicines and give injections
in the particular villages where he is assigned. 
 Regular supervision

is supplied by the staff of the hospital and promoters are encouraged

to refer all problem cases to the physicians at the hospital for
 
treatment.
 

The health promoters receive no payment from the hospital 
or the
 
government for their services but are paid directly by the people
they serve. Fees for services which are usually set by the leaders

of the villages themselves, average about 25 cents a visit plusthe

cost of medicines. All medicines are purchased by the health
 
promoter from the hospital at rates that are substantially below

the cost of drugs purchased at pharmacies. In order for a promoter

to obtain his monthly supply of drugs he must pass an examination
 
to demonstrate his understanding of some common health problems.

The resupply procedure also qives the hospital staff the opportunity
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to carry out ongoing training for the promoters. Some of the sixty
persons who have been trained as promoters have been returning to
the hospital for continuous review and training for as 
long as eight
 
years.
 

While the duties of the health promoters stress simple curative

medicine they are also trained and operate in other areas 
including

vaccination programs, tuberculosis control and treatment, family
planning, and agricultural improvement. The mechanism by which the
health promoter is reimbursed for his services, however, appeared
to encourage his concentration on curative services for which he is

compensated on a fee for service basis.
 

If imitation is indeed the sincerest form of flattery, the Health

Promoter program would appear to have generated an abundance of
positive acclaim in Guatemala. For example, plans are underway

by the Government to extend the health promoter concept to other
 
rural sectors of the country.
 

From the viewpoint of the quality of care which is being delivered,

the program would also appear to score highly. One recent
evaluation indicated that promoters provided the proper treatment
 
to patients in 91% of their cases a figure that would compare

favorably with any modern well trained physician.
 

It is perhaps in the area of coverage that the program has demonstrated

its greatest value. Sixty health promoters, working in over fifty
communities currently serve an estimated population of over 200,000,
treating roughly 25,000 patients in a year's time, many of whom
would have ordinarily received no treatment 
-- and most remarkably,

all at absolutely no cost to the government.
 

Much of the success of the program is directly attributable to the
vision and dedication of the physician who established it - Dr.
Behrhorst. 
The program itself has, however, been designed to
function as a model 
for health care that can be duplicated elsewhere
in Guatemala or the developing world. 
 Itwill be a matter of
interest to see whether the government's health promoter program will

have the degree of success which is acclaimed for the program in
 
Chimaltenango.
 

The information upon which this review was prepared was obtained from

descriptions of the program prepared by its administrators. For
another, independent description and evaluation of the program, see
 
Appendix A.
 

Dr. Carroll Behrhorst
 
Medico Y Cirijano
 
Chimaltenango, Guatemala
 
Central America
 



Pakistan - Auxiliaries and Dais to Deliver Family Planning Services
 

3ACKGROUND What does a country do when it has made a commitment to lower itsbirth rate through a vigorous program of family planning but it doesnot have the trained personnel to set up an effective deliverysystem for contraception? This was the problem faced by Pakistanin 1965 when it made a decision to lower its birth rate from 50 to40 per thousand by 1970. The approach which Pakistan followed inorder to overcome their severe shortage of trained manpower was totrain a cadre of special paramedical workers for family planningand to recruit traditional midwives or "dias" to promote family
planning at the village level. 

ESCRIPTION 

OF 

PROGRAM 

The intrauterine device (IUD) was the contraceptive method selectedfor large scale use in the Pakistan National Family Planning Programwhich began in 1965. Although the IUD has been iemonstrated to bean acceptable and extremely effective method of contraception andone which has the important advantage of not reQuiring repeatedmotivation - a single acceptance giving a woman prolonged protectionit does have the disadvantage that its insertion o,'dinarily entailsa medical procedure carried out by an individual with a fairlyhigh level of technical training and skill. Inmany countries ofthe world, including Pakistan, where women will not accept maledoctors for IUD insertion, this method carries with it thenecessity of reliance on female medical personnel - a resource
often in short supply, especially in rural areas. 

Recognizing these problems, Pakistan initiated two new categories
of female health personnel to work in their national familyplanning program; Lady Family Planning Visitors (LFPV) ar-' Lady
Organizers. 

Lady Family Planning Visitors - A decision was made that auxiliaryworkers would have to be trained to distribute contraceptives,including the insertion of IUDs, in order to meet-the stated goalsof the national family planning program to make contraceptive servicesavailable to large numbers of rural women. In order to carry thisout, year long training programs were set up at a number of sitesto train paramedical personnel (Lady Family Planning Visitors).Mature women, 18 - 35 years of age, preferably married and with tenyears of formal education were selected by local district councils 
to participate in the program. 

In the training program emphasis was placed on: 
-The proper selection of cases for IUD insertion.
-Alternative methods of contraception for women for whom IUDsare not appropriate and methods of referring women with
medical problems to proper medical facilities for care.-The importance of antiseptic techniques in the insertion 
procedure. 
-Counseling of clienLs. 
-Recognition and management of side effects. 

-' \1 
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An important part of the training program was 
the requirement that

each LFPV complete 30 examinations and 100 IUD insertions under the
supervision of training staff. 
At completion of training, LFPVs
return to their own home areas to deliver family planning services
 
in the community they serve.
 

When assigned to a post each LFPV receives a salary of $28.00 a
month, $6.20 a 
month housing allowance and and incentive of $.62

for each insertion she performs.
 

Lady Organizers - Lady Organizers are local midwives who have been
recruited by the government to "organize the'Family Planning program

in their units". Their responsibilities include:
 

-Motivating women to accept family planning

-Supplying conventional contraceptives to those requesting
 
them
 
-Following up on IUD acceptors and gathering service statistics

-Referring cases to LFPVs and Lady Doctors for IUD insertions
 
*And (according to the Family Planning Scheme 1965-1970)

eventually learning to do the IUD insertions themselves
 

The Lady Organizers, who are usually older than LFPV trainees and
often widowed (30-38%) and usually illiterate (up to 88% in 
some
areas) are recruited from among local midwives or dais; they receive
 
one week of training 'arried out by Family Planning Officers (usually

males) at local health centers.
 

For their work in the National Family Planni.,g Program, Lady

Organizers receive three types of compensation - a salary of $3.10
 per month, a referral fee of $.52 
for each woman they contact who
accepts an IUD and a commission (50 - 80% of selling price) on all

conventional contraceptives purchased from them.
 

One of the key roles of the Lady Organizers is to act as "go between"

for providers of services (Doctors, LFPVs) and the female clients.
The fact that large percentages of them are widows who are accustomed
 
to dealing with both wives and husbands in their traditional roles
in the village as dais and respected survivors, they are capable of
being more open in their communications in Pakistani viilage life
than other women would be and thus are potentially able to play an

effective role as village communicators.
 

EVALUATION 
 The use of paramedicals and dais has been well accepted in Pakistan

by both members of the health profession and the communities they

serve. 
Although no complete evaluation has been carried out of
LFPV performance on a national scale, one indicator of their potential

effectiveness can be seen 
in a study which was conducted to followup
on their training. 
 Twelve LFPVs working in five different districts

had done 7,900 insertions in the seven months that they had been
posted to the field; of these only 1% of the women requested

removal and only 0.3 developed serious complications requiring

hospitalization. In 1968, 70 80% of all
- insertions - about 500,000
were performed by paramedicals.
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The effectiveness of Lady Organizers appears to vary greatly,
depending upon the individual 
and a number of other characteristics.

However, the decision Lo 
use traditional dais as 
grass roots workers
based on 
the assumption that their established contacts with women,

especially during the period of pregnancy and childbirth, would
provide a ready carry over to the area of contrace-tive use, appears

to have been a sound one. It has been estimated that there are
 over 20,000 dais in Pakistan (another 30,000 in Bangladesh).

This is
a resource which cannot be overlooked in seeking ways to
deliver health and family planning services to rural women and their
 
children.
 

COMMENTS 
 The war in 1971 and its resulting social disorganization effected
family planning programs both in Pakistan and Bangladesh. In Pakistan,

however, even before the war, it became recognized that programs
based largely on motivating women to use contraception was impractical
in a male-dominated society where there was little husband and wife

communication on the subject of desired family size. 
Thus plans
were made for a number of trained male-female teams to carry out some
of the work formerly being done by LFPVs and Lady Organizers.

Unfortunately, however, this new program became one of the first
 
casualties of the war.
 

Efforts to continue the program in Bangladesh after the war were

hampered by residual sentiments against any program that had begun
under the former government, and an effective effort to launch a
 program of family planning motivation has yet to be organized.
 

SOURCES
 

OF
 

NFORMATION
 



China - The Barefoot Doctor
 

[NTRODUCTION 
 It has been argued that there can 
be no truly effective program of
health improvement in the developing world unless it is 
a part of
an overall revolution in the political and governmental process by
which the resources within that society are distributed. China
provides one example of a country that has been able to bring about
radical improvements in the health and welfare of the vast majority

of its people through wide ranged social change.
 

bESCRIPTION 
 The history of the introduction of modern health care in China, up
to 1949, was much like that of most other developing countries. 
 The
OF 	 system was drastically changed, however, when the Communist

Government came to 
power in that year. In summary, the health care
PROGRAM 
 system in pre-1949 China was curative oriented, urban based and
dependent on highly qualified private doctors to deliver health care
services. 
The majority of the people, rural and poverty stricken,
had no access 
to benefits from modern medicine.
 

With the Chinese Communists takeover in 1949, a number of radical
changes in the structure of the society took place. 
 The major
goal of the new government was 
to develop 	ways by which financial
and welfare benefits could be equally distributed among the people,
approximately 90% of whom lived in the countryside. 
The expansion
of health services was given strong emphasis. It was not until
1956, however, when agricultural development was 
stressed rather
than urban centered industrial development, that total commitment
was made to rural health care. 
To protect 	manpower for agriculture,
the government took extreme measures to expand existing rural
health programs and to create new ones. By 1958 the commune* had
emerged as 
the cornerstone for implementing the economic policies of
agricultural development. 
 Decision making became decentralized and
local health units became responsible for the health care in their
surrounding areas. 
 In order to staff these health units the Ministry
of Health took several important steps. It undertook to enlist the
practitioners of traditional medicine, transferred urban medical
personnel 
to serve on mobile medical teams in rural areas and created.
a new type 	of medical auxiliary - peasants trained during slack
agricultural 
seasons to 	provide simple curative and preventive health

services to their fellow workers.
 

A commune is an economic, social and political 
unit in which 10,000 60,000 people live. It is collectively owned and run by the people
who live there. It organizes agriculture and other production but
also caters to the educational, medical and cultural needs of its
inhabitants. 
Communes are composed of 5 to 20 production brigades
of 2,000 - 6,500 people per brigade. The brigades are divided into
production 	teams of which there are 60 
-
300 per commune, consisting
of 250 - 700 people. Production teams are oftevi the same as 
a single

village.
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With Chairman Mao's famous "June 26" (1965) directive - "inhealth
 
to place stress on the countryside" rural health programs were in
stituted in unprecedented dimensions. As a result of that directive,
 
tens of thousands of city workers joined rural mobile medical teams,
 
a massive program was set to train "barefoot doctors", and an elaborate
 
network of health care was established, with the commune as its
 
focus. In addition, the army took a new active role, serving as the
 
model for all medical and health work, among civilians as well as the
 
military.
 

Barefoot Doctors - There are an estimated 750,000 - 1,000,000
 
"barefoot doctors" in China who make up the central core of health
 
services at the brigade and production team level. These workers,
 
selected by the members of the commune, generally receive three
 
to six months initial training, followed by continuous on-the-job
 
education. They usually have regular assignments in agriculture
 
or similar productions in the field and care for their fellow
 
workers as needed. The "barefoot doctor" is responsible for
 
treating "light diseases" of his comrades: minor injuries,
 
gastrointestinal illness, colds and bronchitis. He also administers
 
immunizations and supervises the collection, treatment and
 
utilization of human excreta for utilization as fertilizer. He is
 
supervised in his work by production-team health aides, who are
 
responsible for the overall production of the commune.
 

While his central responsibilities are in the areas of preventive
 
health care, he does have at his disposal about fifty different
 
modern and traditional pharmaceuticals for treating basic illnesses.
 
Individual commune members pay a minimum annual fee (about one day's
 
salary) for medical expenses and additional support comes from
 
special local or brigade funds.
 

The "barefoot doctor", while by far the most common health worker
 
in China, has a number of other health personnel to whom he can
 
refer his more complicated cases. Each commune has its own hospitaL
 
staffed by physicians trained in either western or traditional
 
Chinese medicine. Likewise, there are a number of other workers,
 
including family planning workers, midwives, and sanitarians who
 
assist him in improving the environment for health at the local
 
level.
 

EVALUATION 	 Evaluation about the actual effectiveness of barefoot doctors has
 
been hampered by the lack of information coming from China. However,
 
there seems to be little doubt on the part of Westerners who have
 
had the opportunity to observe health care in China that the grass
roots approach to health service has had an impressive effect upon
 
eliminating epidemics, organizing immunization programs, improving
 
environmental conditions and spreading the concept of family
 
planning.
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COMMENTS 
 While one of the reasons why China has been successful in launching

a rural health program capable of effectively meeting the needs of
 a great majority of its people has been its well developed
political structure which reaches down from Chairman Mao to every

hamlet, perhaps the underlying factor in its success has been the
priority which the Chinese government has given to health
improvement in its overall scheme of national development. China

has never questioned the need for health as a 
major component for
modernization and has made investments in health care as a route
 to improvement in their overall agricultural and industrial
 
production.
 

SOURCES 
 There are few sources of information about health care from within
 
China itself. If the reader is interested inmore detail about their
OF health system than this brief description provided, he is advised
 
to read either:
 

ADDITIONAL
 
Health Care in rhina 
- An Introduction
INFORMATION 
 Susan B. Rifkin, Secretary - China Health Care Study Group 1974
 
Christian Medical Commission
 
1501 Route de Ferney
 
Geneva, Switzerland
 

or
 

...Away with all Pests
 
J. Horn M.D.
 
Paul Hamlyn, London 1969
 
(Dr. Horn is a British physician who worked for fifteen years

in China)
 

or
 

The Delivery of Medical Care in China
 
Victor W and Ruth Sidel
 
Scientific American, April 1974, Vol. 
230, No. 4
 



Guatemala 
- Health Care Extenders
 

BACKGROUND 
 The "Doctor Shortage" in developing countries has two causes 
- an
inadequate number of trained physicians and the unequal distribution
of existing physicians throughout the country 
- the majority of
doctors choosing to practice in the relative comfort and medical
sophistication of urban areas. 
 In Guatemala, the government is
developing a program for rural health care which will 
use a variety
of health workers, including health promoters, native midwives,
auxiliary nurses and rural health technicians to extend the reach
of health services down to the level of the village, with only the
minimum need for highly trained, highly paid physicians.
 

PESCRIPTION Early in 1971, 
Guatemala's Ministry of Public Health and Social
Assistance began 
a program intended to improve the level of health
OF care available to rural peoples. 
 The plan envisaged a four-level
 
system of care using health promoters and native midwives at thePROGRAM community level (level 1) and at the level of the health post (level2) using rural health technicians and auxiliary nurses to provide
preventative, promotive and simple curative services. 
 Levels 3 and
4 were to be made up of a regional and specialty care service using
doctors and other highly trained health professionals to treat patients
referred from lower levels in the system. 

Level 1
 

Health Promoters - These community health workers are modeled afterthe health promoters at the Behrhorst Clinic in rhimaltenango, (See
"Health Promoters -
Village Health Entrepreneurs"). Communities are
invited to provide a volunteer for a one month training program
conducted by a doctor and a 
nurse, emphasizing public health,

sanitation, nutrition and treatment of the most common, most easily
diagnosed diseases such as worms, skin infections, and diarrhea.
After completing their training, health promoters return to their own
communities to work under the supervision of their training team.
 

Native Midwives - Over 66% of all 
births in Guatemala are attended
by local midwives. 
 These women, who have considerable status in
their communities, are invited to 
a special three week training
program at a local hospital. 
 Food and lodging are provided and upor
completion of the 
course each midwife is presented with a bag containing instruments, dressings and antiseptics. 
 Periodic supervisory

visits are made by the doctor/nurse training team and midwives are
encouraged to refer to the local 
health center or hospital any case
in which complications are present or expected. 
The principal
objective of this Native Midwife program is to significantly decrease
Guatemala's relatively high maternal mortality rate of 2/1000 live
 

,births.
 

Level 2
 

Auxiliary Nurses -
These are the most numerous health personnel in
Guatemala, making up the backbone of the existing rural health
service, single-handedly staffing the country's 329 health posts.
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Auxiliary nurses receive 14 months of training at hospital associated
 
schools. Their curriculum presently leans heavily towards hospital

care.but is being revised to give more emphasis to rural public health
 
and preventive medicine.
 

The Rural Health Technician - These paramedical workers are recruited

from the provinces where they will eventually be assigned. 
The
community, through local leaders, participates in the selection
 
process, with final selection being done by the staff of the training
institute based on criteria of personality, intelligence and

motivation. All trainees must have completed at least 9 years of

formal education and at the completion of their two years of training

receive the equivalent of a high school degree.
 

The training program, carried out at a training institute located

in the rural 
part of the country, prepares rural health technicians
 
to improve health in its widest sense, and not to practice medicine

in its restrictive curative sense. The curriculum includes topics

in environment and public health, with only 17% of the courses being

devoted to curative medicine. 
Almost 70% of the instruction takes
 
place in field settings, with second year trainees acting as
 
instructors to the first-year students.
 

After completion of the training program, the newly graduated rural

health technician is assigned to a health post as near as 
possible

to his home. 
 Together with an auxiliary nurse, he is responsible

to provide care to 6 
- 10 villages with a total population of about

9000 people, giving emphasis to promotive and preventive health

services. Each RHT is expected to be at the health post no more

than one third of his time, the remainder being spent traveling

through his area visiting village health promoters and midwives and
providing preventive and curative care. 
Each RHT is provided a

motorcycle or horse for access 
into remote villages. Included in
 
his medical supply kit contents are a number of basic drugs and
contraceptives (condoms and pills) to be used in promoting family

planning.
 

Activities of rural health technicians are supervised on two levels:

radio and telephone calls to regional hospitals and visits to the
 
health posts by a supervisory team of a doctor and nurse.
 

After serving a mandatory four years in rural 
areas rural health
 
technicians will 
be eligible to enter the National University as
 
medical students.
 

;EVALUATION 
 The first group of rural health technicians in Guatemala has just

completed their training and been assigned to their health posts,

thus it is premature to attempt to evaluate their effect upon the
health of rural peoples in Guatemala. A complete evaluation of the

entire health extenders program has been designed, however, which

will measure health indicators, especially for maternal and child

health care, in four representative villages. Morbidity and mortality

statistics, nutritional status, sanitation, family planning

acceptance and community action for health will be measured at the
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start of the study and each year for six years during the program.
 

One of the objectives of the Guatemala government has been to reduce
 
the cost of delivering health services to rural areas. Preliminary

analyses of the cost of the health extender program are available.
 
As the table below indicates there is a very wide discrepancy in the
 
cost of training and fielding various health workers. For example,

it costs ten times as much to train a physician as a rural health
 
technician. The question must be asked whether, given the sets of
 
health problems in any rural setting in a developing country, a
 
highly trained physician is ten times more effective than a rural
 
health technician who has been trained to focus his attention on a
 
limited number of specific curative and preventive health problems

of rural people. While this evaluation must await more data from
 
the field, preliminary indications would be that the use of
 
paramedical personnel is an economical way to extend basic health
 
services to a broad range of the population.
 

Cost of Training and Maintaining Health Workers in Guatemala
 

Training Training
 
Period Costs ($) Salary ($)


Physician 84 mos. 19,150 400 mo. (part time)

Rural Health Technician 20 mos. 1,920 160 mo. (full time)

Auxiliary 14 mos. 800 120 mo.
 
Health Promoter 1 mo. 65 0 *
 
Midwife .75 mo. 30 0 *
 

* Health Promoters and Native Midwives are paid by the individuals
 
in their communities for the specific services they perform, and
 
receive no direct payment from the government for their work.
 

COMMENTS Although few Guatemalan physicians are eager to practice in rural
 
areas there was some question of how the medical community would
 
accept the concept of non-physicians performing the functions which
 
are ordinarily reserved for those with medical training. 
This
 
question has not arisen as a problem, however, mainly due to the
 
fact that by law the rural health technicians can work only in rural
 
areas and therefore pose no threat to the medical establishment and
 
their professional and economic interests.
 

One of the unique and potentially most valuable aspects of the
 
rural health technician program is the eligibility of the RHT for
 
medical school after he has completed four years of work in the
 
rural areas. Combined with a vigorous program of recruitment on the
 
part of the medical school, as well as adjustment of the curriculum
 
to meet the peculiar needs of students with considerable practical

health experience but perhaps deficient in academic qualifications,

this program could, in the long run prove to be one of the most
 
beneficial aspects of the program. The question which remains,

however, is whether rural youth trained in rural health care will
 
upon completion of medical school return to serve their rural
 
communities or whether they like most of the other doctors in the
 
country will seek out the comforts of the cities.
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SOURCES Dr. Alberto Viau 
Ministry of Public Health and Social Assistance 

OF Guatemala, Central America 

ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 



Navajo Indians (U.S.) - Traditional Healers as Mental Health Workers 

BACKGROUND 


DESCRIPTION 


OF 


PROGRAM 


People's perceptions of illness, their beliefs and attitudes about its
cause and the pathways they follow to receive care are to one extent
or another determined by their culture. 
 The conflicts which arise
when a new set of concepts of disease and 
a new set of health
services are introduced into a society which is in the process of
modernization can be a cause of anxiety and mental disturbance among
those who have medical need. 
 Among the Navajo Indians of Southwestern United States, traditional healers 
 (known as medicine men
or singers) are being used to help close that cultural gap
between traditional and modern health care.
 

The Indian Health Service (IHS) of the Public Health Service, which
has responsibility for the provision of health services to American
Indians, has recognized the importance of understanding the
traditional health systems of the Indians they serve and has learned
to 
identify certain categories of disease for which traditional care
proves more effective than modern. 
 Mental illness is a premier
example of such an 
illness which often responds much more favorably
to treatment by Indian practitioners than to care by Public Health

Service physicians.
 

At the IHS Hospital on the Navajo Indian Reservation at Rough Rock,
Arizona a program has been begun to enlist the traditional Navajo
healer, the singer, into the treatment of patients with psychological
problems. Initially, singers who were serving the community in
traditional ways were identified and approached to determine their
willingness to work cooperatively with the hospital. 
 A working
arrangement was then developed with a number of singers by which
physicians from the hospital referred patients to them for
treatment of specific disturbances. 
Joint therapy was practiced in
some cases and in others the patient was turned over to the singer
for exclusive care. Singers were in 
turn encouraged to refer their
problem cases to the Hospital for cooperative treatment.
 

Having realized the importance of the singer's role in the traditional
Navajo society and the fact that very few of the younger members
of the tribe, being brought up in a culture that was an amalgam of
the old and the new, were selecting to learn to become singers, the
Indian Health Service began a program to prepare youths to carry
out the important role as Navajo healer. 
A number of famous old
singers were recruited to teach their elaborate chants and curing
ceremonies to twelve young men who had selected to learn the art
of traditional medicine. 
The training program for singers, which
included many of the aspects of modern medicine, was designed to
prepare the young men to recognize and deal with many of the
psychological problems facing the people of the tribe. 
 At the
completion of the training, the singers work with the IHS health
professionals, both at the hospital and in the community, to bridge
the canyon between the Indian and non-Indian approaches to the
prevention and treatment of mental illness.
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EVALUATION 	 This program, which represents an innovative approach to providing
 
health services and a departure from the usual way that modern
 
trained physicians view health programs, has demonstrated moderately
 
successfully that it is possible to combine elements of two different
 
systems of health care to bring benefit to the sick.
 

While there has been some variance in the quality and enthusiasm of
 
those who have received training as singers in this program, there
 
are indications that the concept of the traditional healer trained
 
for both systems of care can be a valuble one. One specific area
 
where these new singers have proven valuable has been in assistina
 
Navajo Vietnam 	veterans to readjust to life among their fellow
 
tribesmen after having spent a number of years in the white man's
 
culture.
 

COMMENTS 	 More information and followup on the program is being sought and
 
will be supplied when available.
 



Central America and Iran - Mobile Health Teams
 

BACKGROUND Widely dispersed rural 
populations, especially in pastoral areas,

present special problems in health delivery. Static health centers
 
cannot usually be set up in the number that would be required to
meet health needs of these populations, particularly if these people
are subject to seasonal migration. One approach to meeting these

problems, which has been tried in such diverse settings as 
Central

America and Iran is 
to bring health services to the people

through mobile health teams.
 

DESCRIPTION Central America and Panama 
-
In 1962 a program was inaugurated by

the Organization of Central American States (ODECA) to bring basic
OF medical care and preventive medicine services to more than two
million people living ir
1 the rural areas of the five countries of
PROGRAM Central America and Panama. 
 In order to meet this goal, plans were
made to provide 60 mobile health units which would visit 440 rural

comniunities weekly to provide health services and organize local
 
communities for self-help projects.
 

Each mobile unit which consisted of a four wheel drive jeep

vehicle equipped with special compartments for medicines and supplies

and space for suspended strechers, was staffed with a physician, a
 
nurse or nurse's aid and a sanitary inspector who also served as
driver. While initially care was delivered from the vehicle,

communities were encouraged to begin self-help projects to build
their own fixed health facilities. Each mobile unit operated on a
fixed itinerary visiting each village at the same 
time each week.
 

Basic medical 
services provided by the mobile unit included: treatment

of the most common illnesses, vaccinations, milk powder for

undernourished pre-school children ard expectant and nursing mothers,

health education and sanitation improvement. One of the major

objectives of this program is 
to promote self-help community action
for rural modernization and the development of permanent and
responsible local groups to take leadership in improving living

conditions within their communities.
 

Patients are requested to donate a small amount of money for

medical services and for drugs they receive. 
 The amounts collected

remain within the communities under the control of the local

communities and are used for community development projects.
 

Iran -
On January 21, 1974, the Shah of Iran made the declaration
 
that "all Iranians were to have the benefits of medical care". 
 The
immense problem of mustering resources to meet the health needs of
Iran's 54,000 villages was to be met in 
a unique fashion - the

formation of a Health Corps Organization. The underlying methodology
of the Health Corps was to be that graduates of medical schools and
allied professions, together with high school 
graduates, on entering

the armed forces for their two years of obligatory military service
 were to spend 18 months of this period in the villages, providing

health and medical care in the most economical and practical manner.
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The mobile clinics themselves in the period 1965 1969 were
-

responsible for the following activities:
 

Outpatient Visits 13,091,703
 
Hospital Referrals 42,216
 
Vaccinations 
 6,148,107
 
Clinics Constructed 
 216
 
Safe Water Supplies 13,409
 

It would appear that, by any standards, these accomplishments

would have to be considered en outstanding beginning effort to meet

the health needs of a widely dispersed rural population totalling
 
over 15 million.
 

COMMENTS 	 Mobile health units, both for general health care and for special
health problems such as tuberculosis, smallpox, and family

planning, have been tried in 
a number of other places besides the
 
ones mentioned in this review. 
While the degree of success of these
operations has varied, some principles of operation for success
 
have emerged including:
 

-The need for a firm adherence to a schedule of regular visits.
 
-The importance of carefully planning and equipping units

with everything that is likely to be required in the field.

-The necessity of local residents to be trained to work with
 
the mobile teams.
 

-The value of cmmunity involvement for health projects and

building of more permanent facilities for their own health care.
 

There are a number of problems associated with mobile units, such
 
as maintenance of vehicles and seasonal 
access capabilities to
 
villages. Cost is also a consideration  the annual cost of fielding

one mobile unit in Central America for instance, was $22,000 (a

cost supported by AID assistance). How would the cost compare

with the building of simple permanent structures staffed by local

residents trained in basic preventive and curative health care in

each village now served by the mobile unit? 
 Which would be more
 
effective in improving the health of the people in those villages?
These questions have not been satisfactorily answered, and until they

are, mobile health units should continue to be considered among the

alternative approaches considered for bringing health 
care to as
 
many rural peoples as possible.
 

Mobile health teams appear to play an important function in the
 
early stages of a national rural health program. They bring health

services to areas that have had them before increasing community

awareness of their health problems and their capability to do

something about them. 
The result of this is often community action
 
to procure their own health facilities and local persons to be

trained in basic health services. It is possible however, that
 
once interest in more permanent types of health care delivery has

been generated at the local level, mobile health units lose some of
 
their importance and usefulness.
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Each year the Health Corps would have available to it 400 young

doctors and over 1000 high school graduates.
 

Even with the manpower resources it could draw upon, the Health Corps

faced a serious 	challenge in meeting the Shah's declaration of
 
"health care for all". 
 One approach to 	meeting the challenge-was

to organize their professional and non-professional workers into
 
mobile teams or health units. Each unit was led by a newly-graduated

physician assisted by two or three high school graduates and a driver.
 
Each unit, although stationed in one village, serves a population

of 10,000 to 20,000 living in some 30 to 40 villages.
 

The duties of the Health Unit are not confined purely to medical
 
matters but also include activities of a preventive nature, including

vaccinating, improvement of environmental conditions, and extensive
 
health education.
 

Each ten to twelve mobile health teams are connected to a Base
 
Center which serves as a referral center for diagnosis and treatment
 
of illnesses beyond the capability of the field team to effectively
 
manage.
 

[VALUATION 	 Central America and Panama - Regularly scheduled visits of mobile
 
health teams have proved to be an accepted and effective %ay to
 
bring health services to rural 
areas which have no other access to
 
care. 
 While the amount of time that the health team spends in any
 
one village is somewhat limited, the coverage provided is greatly

increased - with each mobile team being able to visil't an average

of over 7 rural communities a week.
 

Perhaps one of the most useful products of the program has been
 
the growing enthusiasm of the communities reached for self-help

programs.and the willingness to give time, labor and materials to
 
improving their lives. 
 In the first three years of operation the
 
mobile rural health teams were responsible for instituting a wide
 
variety of projects such as community water supply systems, school
 
buildings, road repair, home garden projects, and construction of
 
permanent health centers.
 

Iran - Mobile health units are only one component of a total "health
 
revolution" in Iran. 
 The Health Corps which makes up the backbone
 
of that revolution has, according to many observers, proven to be
 
a model with merit for replication in other developing countries
 
facing similar problems in health care.
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SOURCES Government of Iran
 
Ministry of Health 

OF 
 Division of Evaluation and Research
 
Taheran, Iran
 

4DDITIONAL
 
Medical Director
 

INFORMATION 	 Organization of Central American States
 
El Savidor
 
San Savidor, Central America
 

See Appendix A 	for another evaluation of the Central American program.
 



Haiti - The Triangle Project
 

IBACKGROUND
An often stated long range goal of a family planning program is the
 
improvement of quality of life. 
Such a goal, however, is an unrealistic
 
one for a family planning program alone. Since family size, nutrition,

health, and economic status are completely interrelated and inter
dependent, an attack on one will bring only limited and often short
lived change. To have a far-reaching impact, a family planning program
 
must be a part of a wider effort. The Triangle Project in Haiti, an
 
interdisciplinary field laboratory for community health and family

planning, is an example of a program that attempts to weave family

planning into the broader fabric of general improvement of life.
 

)ESCRIPTION 
 The Triangle Project, named after the triangular target area delineated
 
by three major towns on 
the Plain de Cul de Sac area of central Haiti,


OF integrates a number of formerly undoordinated indigenous community health
 
resources into the formal health structure in
a way that will brinq


PROGRAM comprehensive services to rural peoples.
 

Established by Haiti's Center for Family Hygiene, the program has 
as its
 
objective the integration of family planning services into an effective
 
program of community health improvement. To accomplish this objective,

efforts were carried out to fuse a number of different community
 
resources 
into a unified system of services, including:
 

Formal Health Resources --
Existing health centers 
Medical residents fulfilling government service 
Nurses 
Auxiliaries 
Consulting gynecologist and midwife 

Other Formal Resources--

Agronomist (Projects Assistant Director)
 
Agricultural extension agents
 

Paraprofessionals --

Community workers
 

Indigenous or Local Resources --


Political leaders
 
Village midwives
 
Local spiritualist/healers
 

Existing Health Services
 

Health centers had been in operation at each of the three focal 
commun
ities of this "triangle" at the onset of the project. These facilities,
 
now staffed by doctors (medical residents), nurses and auxiliaries
 
residing in the community, focus their attention on the provision of
 
first aid, immunization and routine medical service. 
 Family planning

services are provided by a mobile team which visits the village on a
 
regular weekly basis.
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1) Community Workers
 

From its establishment, the backbone of the Triangle Project has
been the community workers who serve as the primary liaison between
the community and those who are providing services.
 

Community workers, male and female, ages 18 
- 45, are recruited
from their own home regions to undergo an intensive one month
training program, orienting them towards the goals and operations
of its program and preparing them to recognize and treat the most
 common simple illnesses they will encounter when they return to
their villages. 
 In addition, they are taught techniques for
community organization and education and are introduced to concepts

of family planning outreach.
 

Upon returning to their homes at the completion of training, the
community worker receives on-the-job experience and continued supervision and support at the hands of a team made up of n'irses, doctors,
auxiliaries, sanitarian, agronomist and community organizers. 
 In
addition, each community worker attends a monthly meeting with all
members of their zone team (other community workers and their supervisors) during which they discuss their progress and problems and
recieve further instructions and, importantly, motivation.
 

Although the community health worker's role is very broad, its major
focus is 
on the health of mothers and small children. 
 Each worker
makes a daily round of his/her area, visiting pregnant and postpartum women and their children. 
They discuss with mothers the role
of immunization, nutrition and mother's care in raising healthy
children and provide the mother with treatment and reassurance in
event of minor illness and facilitate their referral to proper
medical care in the event of more serious probelms. Family planning
information and motivation is also stressed in these home visits
and in the radio listening groups organized around the biweekly
"Radio Doctor" program. Community workers follow up on women who
have accepted family planning services from the mobile teams.
 

An important part of the community worker's job is to stimulate the
community to seek joint solutions to their problems. 
 In partnership
with agricultural extension workers, sanitarians, and others they
attempt to assist the communities in planning and financing projects
to improve living conditions, including such things as planning
gardens, cleaning wells, building irrigation systems, or setting up

handicraft centers.
 

The community worker's role in the treatment of illness has been
diminished with the arrival 
of the medical resident in the program 
-
a favorable development which afforded them more time and opportunity
to concentrate their attention on the other important considerations
 
in improving the environment for health.
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2) Medical Residents
 

All medical residents in Haiti must fulfill mandatory two years
a 

of service to the government. One way of satisfying this require
ment which has recently been approved is service in this Triangle

Project. It is anticipated that these medical residents will be
 
able to apply their medical knowledge to the rural community in a
 
way that will augment the services already available and to give
an increasing number of young doctors an 
appreciation for the health
 
needs of rural communities.
 

3) Political Leaders
 

Any effort to involve a community in a development project soon

becomes a political undertaking. The Triangle Project recognizing

this has made special efforts to educate the "Chef de Section" or

administrative heads of the district in the role that they can play

in the developnent of projects such as 
sanitary improvement and
 
water supply. This course consists of twelve sessions during which
 
they are given an appreciation of the overview of the total project

and the means by which they might contribute to its success.
 

4) Agricultural Extension Workers
 

The agricultural advisors in the area act as 
advisors and co-organizers
 
of community development projects with the community workers.
 

ALUATION A specific evaluation design has been built into the Triangle Project,
but unfortunately is not available as of this writing.
 

Subjective information is available that the project is functioning with

sustained interest on the part of the community as well 
as the health

staff. Interesting spin offs of the community development emphasis of
the program have included such diverse activities as the raising of goats,

planting of fruit trees, planting of new cr6ps and the establishment of
 
a tomato paste business.
 

OMMENTS 
 An important question is whether a health worker whose responsibilities

include the provision of a broad spectrum of health and community services

is a better motivator for family planning than a 
worker whose sole purpose

is to educate and activate the use of family planning. Based on the often

heard premise that women must be able to perceive an improvement in the

health and well-being of their children and an associated increased

probability of their surviving to adulthood before they will 
fully accept

the idea of family limitation,it would follow that the general health
 
worker would be the more effective family planning agent. It is hoped

that this interesting project will produce data that will 
allow this hypo
thesis to be tested.
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INDONESIA -
DANA SEHAT - A COMMUNITY HEALTH INSURANCE SCHEME
 

ACKGROUND 


IESCRIPTION 


OF 


PROGRAM 


The improvement of existing health service and the delivery of health
care to populations which previously had none usually involves 
an added
expenditure to a national health budget 
- an expenditure Which most
developing countries cannot readily afford. 
One way to "absorb" the
additional costs associated with the provision of increased health
services is for communities themselves to pay for the services which
they receive. One experiment in community supported health care is
being carried out in Indonesia  the Dana Sehat or Community Health
Insurance Scheme in Solo, Central Java.
 

The annual 
health expenditure in Indonesia is approximately $.32 per
capita. It is not surprising that, with this level of available
 
resources, health services, even 
in urban areas, are severely limited.
Solo, a city of about 1/2 million, is typical of urban centers 
in
Indonesia in that it contains large segments of population that are
economically underprivileged and neglected in health care, environmental
 
sanitation and social services.
 

In January, 1971, the Panti Walujo Hospital, a private hospital situated
on the western side of Solo, recognizing the need for community development and health improvement and its own severe financial restriction in
attempting to meet these needs, introduced the concept of Dana Sehat
(literally translated as "Health Fund").
 

According to the plan of Dana Sehat, each individual in the community
pays a monthly subscription fee of Rp. 5 (about 1.2 cents) for which he
becomes entitled to free outpatient care and medicines at the Panti
Walujo Hospital. 
 The program, as first initiated in two small subhamlets, each with a population of slightly less than 100 families,
 
was divided into three stages:
 

Stage I - Trial 
phase of six months followed by evaluation.
 
During this phase only hospital based curative
 
services were provided.
 

Stage II -
Extension of activities to include preventive measures,

health and nutrition education, and family planning

services delivered through a home visit extension program.
 

Stage III -
Spread of scheme to other sub-hamlets and study of the
feasibility of providing more extensive care, including

hospital care and dental services.
 

Stage I - A Preliminary Evaluation
 

The results obtained during the trial phase surpassed the expectations of
the program's administrators. 
During the first four months it
was evident
that the members understood the aim of the scheme and that it 
was financially realistic. 
Members' subscription rates (approximately 1/2% of
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their average monthly income) were adequateto cover thp full expenses of

services and drugs which the members received at the hospital. It is
 
notable, however, that during a month only 4 
- 5% of the members made
 
use of the hospital services, indicating either lower than anticipated

illness rates, or an underutilization of services, accounting perhaps

in part, for the fact that the project was able also to operate

without a financial deficit.
 

In addition, during Stage I 
an opinion survey, obtained by home visits

and interviews, revealed general satisfaction with the scheme on the part

of the users as well as the providers of the services. 
 Based on these

initial positive findings, the planned trial period of six months was
 
reduced to four months.
 

Stage II - Extension of Preventive Services
 

A decision was made that the preventive health measures of the second
 
phase of the project be concentrated on the under-fives, who although

representing only 12% of the populatinn, carry the highest risk of

disease and death. The approach to child health care used was home
 
visits by midwives, using a ohild growth chart to regularly measure and

weigh each child and meanwhile provide mothers with information on

nutrition, family planning and child redring. 
 The growth chart, for

which an additional fee of 10 Rp. was charged and willingly paid, provided

the "ticket" by which the home visiting could be provided on a regular

basis under natural and acceptable conditions.
 

Stage III - Increased Breadth and Scope of Services
 

The program for the third stage was developed by the members themselves,

who expressed 	the desire for a dental health service. 
Arrangements were

made for members to have access to dental services at a cost of 25 Rp.

per extraction, a cost comparing favorably with the 200 Rp. charged by

private dentists.
 

During this stage an additional two sub-hamlets were enlisted in the
 
insurance scheme.
 

EVALUATION-	 A--more complete evaluation of the Dana Sehat was carried out after it

had been in operation for 18 months. This evaluation, entailing

observations, 	interviews and outpatient data collection, was 
inten~ded to
 
assess member 	satisfaction with the scheme, its financial 
viability and

its effectiveness in improving the health status of the community.
 

As Table I summarizes, survey results indicate that the vast majority of

members of the Dana Sehat view it to be economical and its service of
 
high quality.
 

2$A 
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TABLE I - RESULTS OF OPINION SURVEY OF DANA SEHAT
 

Economical 
 Qualt
Number-of Respondents* Positive 
 Negative Positive -t-egative
 

204 
 179 
 25 186 18
(from 3 sub-hamlets) 
 (87.7%) (12.3%) (91.1%) (9.9%)
 

*Total number of member families = 253 

The diagnoses made in the approximately 1000 outpatient visits to the
hospital during the first 18 months of the scheme were:
 

Common Cold 
 27%

Diarrhea and digestive complaints 13
 
Respiratory complaints 
 16
 
Skin Disease 
 10

Other 
 32

No medical indication 
 1a
 

Interesting to note is the small percentage (1 %) of visits to the clinic
for which there was no apparent medical indication - a figure which tends
to indicate that services were not being overused simply because they
were prepaid. 
 This usage pattern is further documented by the fact that
after 18 months of operation still only 4 
- 5% of members were using the
health services each month 
-
perhaps, in fact, indicating a pattern of

underutilization.
 

At the onset of the program itwas estimated that total receipts for the
first 18 months of operations would be Rp. 69,000 ($168.00). 
The amount
actually collected was Rp. 72,666 ($175.00), indicating that collection
of fees, which took place through heads of the local 
sub-hamlets, was
carried out extremely effectively. The actual 
cost of the services and
drugs provided to members was Rp. 62,920 ($151.00), resulting in 
a
surplus in the Dana Sehat treasury. 
As was also found, as in the initial
evaluation, members paid a relatively sma'1l 
percentage of their monthly
incomes ( - 2 %, 
a figure varying with income and number of individuals

in the family) for membership in the program.
 
Unfortunately, no data is available on the effectiveness of the
preventive health scheme launched in phase two of the project.
Information about the number of home visits carried out, the types and
varieties of services provided and their impact on health would appear
to be a minimum set of data that would be essential to evaluating this
aspect of the program and is not available at the moment.
 

The third stage of the scheme can be judged to be only a partial
success. 
 During the six months that dental 
services were available,
only 24 subscribers took advantage of them 
- a figure undoubtedly not
justifying a special dental program. 
 During this stage, two additional
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comunities were brought under coverage in the scheme. 
The level of
cooperation of these new communities, however, did not equal that of
the first subhamlets recruited into the Dana Sehat, perhaps accounted
 
for in 
some degree by the fact that the newer subsc-ibers lived at
greater distances from the hospital and were, in general, of lower
 
income than the initial group.
 

COMMENTS 
 At this stage in its history, it is difficult to adequately and fairly
assess the successes and shortcomings of the Dana Sehat experiment.

Several preliminary conclusions appear to emerge from the available
 
data, however, including the facts that:
 

Community members in Indonesia are willinq to contribute to the
 
cost of health services that they receive.

Cost of providing basic health services can be scaled to fit the
 
capability of the client to pay.

The involvement of a community in paying for its health services
 can encourage the patticipation of that community in the setting

of goals and planning for its own 
health services.

The concept of health insurance or prepayment is one that can be

introduced effectively in a setting where itmay not be an exper
ienced concept.
 

A question that has not been answered by the Dana Sehat project, up to
this point, is whether it is possible to improve the health of a
community by improving its 
access to preventive and curative health
 
services.
 

What effect has the scheme had upon the mortality and morbidity
 
rates of the community it serves?


*
What difference did the curative and preventive treatment: make?
 
Of those treated at the hospital, how many would have gotten
better without treatment? Of the services provided by home

visitors, which have had an effect upon the health status of the
under-fives they were designed to serve?
 

* 
In what ways is the health and well-being of the people of Solo

better off now than it
was before this program was begun?
 

Finally, the question must be asked, to what extent is that which is good
in the project expandable to other localities and other countries? Does
the implementation of this project owe its 
success to the unique type of
leadership available at the Panti Walujo hospital? 
Could it be repeated
in other places where there is 
not an established health service with the
 same level of community awareness and the same leadership? Would the
financial and administrative structure of the Dana Sehat function in rural
Indonesia? Would the concept of the sick in 
a community being supported
by the healthy be received in another country as well 
as it has been in
 
Indonesia?
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Republic of Vietnam - Village Health Stations
 

Vietnam - the scene of much chaos and turmoil over the past decades 

faces many of the challenges in providing health care to its pre-



dominantly rural peasant population as other developing countries.
The rural health program of the central Department of Health has
For many years attempted to meet this challenge by the establishment

of an infrastructure of village or hamlet health stations, designed

to provide simple curative medical care.
 

The rural health program in South Vietnam, as operating in 1964, was
 
based on the premise that local persons could be trained to provide
medicines and treatment for the most common afflictions of rural
 
people. According to the plan, the government would support the
establishment and activities of a health station for any locality

with 500 or more people. The health station itself, which was
 
provided Iy the community was to be simple 
- in many cases simply
 
a corner of a school house or part of a private home.
 

The health station was manned by a health worker  usually selected
from the local area. Each health worker, after successfully completing
a two month training program conducted by the Department of Health, 
was issued a standard kit of drugs and equipment comprised of about 
ten basic drugs, a first aid and treatment manual, record book and 
supply order forms. This kit - costing about 50 dollars to supply
represents a compromise among elements of cost, the training of the 



health worker and the health problems prevelant.
 

With the training and equipment he has available to him, the health
 
worker is able to recognize and treat a broad range of problems

including burns, wounds, sprains, skin infections, diarrhea and
 
uncomplicated injuries. 
 In his work, the health worker was able to

rely heavily on the treatment manual that is part of his kit. 
 For

each condition he is likely to encounter, there is outlined in

simple language a description of the symptoms, cause, treatment and
 
referral procedures to be followed. Cases beyond their scope are
 
referred to district health nurses who act as 
supervisors for the
 
village health workers.
 

Health workers received a salary of 600 piasters (about $8 U.S.)

but is expected to augment his salary (approximately comparable

to that of an unskilled plantation worker) by payments from those
 
he serves.
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The drugs contained in the health worker's kit and their uses are:
 

Chloroquine - Malaria 
Aureomycin ointment 
Sulfathiazole 
Aspirin 
Benzyl benzoate 

- Eye Infections 
- Skin, Ear, Throat, Lung 
- Aches, Pains, Fever 
- Scabies 

Infections 

Bismith and Morphine tablets - Diarrhea 
Brown's mixture - Cough 
Vitamins and Iron 
Piperazine tartrate 
Sulfadiazine ointment 

- Anemia and Fatigue 
- Intestinal Worms 
- Skin Infections 

Assorted First Aid Supplies - Injuries 

Supplies could be reordered from the Department of Health as needed. 

The decades of war have played havoc with any attempts to evaluate
development projects in Vietnam. 
Little is known of the continued
efforts of the village health stations and their effects upon the
health of the Vietnamese. 
 Nor is there any information about the
continued role that the health worker is playing. 
 Interesting to
learn would be the roles that the health workers have played since
the government support for the program has diminished in 
recent
years. Perhaps, based on 
previous training and experience and with
the possibility of obtaining supplies from private sources, they are
continuing to provide simple medical care in villages 
on a private

enterprise basis.
 

One of the most severe limiting factors on a government supported

village health program is cost. Although the cost of providing
a village health worker and his "kit" may seem rather small at
first appearance, the cost when multiplied by the number of villages
and hamlets in a country would readily make such a nation wide
 program prohibitive. A more cost/effective way for this type of care
to be delivered might be for the drugs to be purchased from the health
worker by the patient and the health worker 
- in turn - paying for the
drugs which he Is supplied by the Department of Health.
 

Willard H. Boynton, M.D., M.P.H.
 
Office of Population
 
USAID
 
Washington, D.C. 20523
 



The Philippines - "Botica Sa Baryo" 
- A Cooperative Pharmacy Scheme
 

ACKGROUND 
 One of the most important outcomes of any development project is the
generation of community self-reliance. This is especially true of

health programs in developing countries  few of which have adequate

resources to meet continued needs of large populations for medical

services and drugs. 
 One experiment in self-reliant community health
 
service is the cooperative pharmacy program "Botica Sa Baryo"
-
 -
being carried out as part of the Cebu Institute of Medicine, Community

Medicine Program in the Philippines.
 

DESCRIPTION 
 It has been estimated that a large percentage of the total deaths in
the Philippines occur to persons who do not have access to modern
 
OF drugs  even though they may have received some form of medical
attention during the course of an 
illness. For instance, a survey of


PROGRAM the 121 municipalities of one province showed that 50% had no pharmacies. 
 Where drug stores do exist, there is often the problem of the
sick not having the money to buy the drugs they require. The net

result of this "unavailability" of drugs is prolongation of illness,

increased need for hospitalization for cases which could have been
 
treated under self care, and, not infrequently, death.
 

The objective of the "Botica Sa Baryo" is 
to make appropriate drugs

available at low cost whenever and wherever they are needed. 
 The

mechanism by which this is carried out is the establishment in each
 
community of a cooperative drugstore.
 

The first step in organizing a "Botica Sa Baryo" in a community is
 
the presentation of the idea to the local governing council, members

of which often have their own tragic experience illustrating the

immediate need for access to medicine, usually does not need strong

arguments to convince them of the need for the program.
 

The actual implementation of the program is often more difficult.

First, initial capital is required. An adequately stocked drug

store requires an initial capital investment of between 30 to 50

dollars. In the Philippines this amount has been raised in 
a number

of ways including household contributions, proceeds from events such
 
as dances, raffles and festivals, and from loans. Regardless of

the means of initial capitalization, however, each pharmacy is owned
by the cooperative and each member of that cooperative has equal

access to its services.
 

The pharmacy is stocked with a set of basic drugs to treat the most

commonly occurring illnesses in 
a particular community. All drugs

are purchased in their most economical form and 
are sold to members
 
at only a small percentage above their cost. 
 Any profit which

the cooperative makes is put into a health fund to be used for special

health needs in the community, such as well building and health
 
education materials.
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Philippines - Cooperative Pharmacies
 

Members may buy drugs on credit, but as the success of the project

depends on adequate capital to purchase resupplies for the drug
store, regulations are usually put into effect to minimize default.
 
No members are ever refused needed drugs, however, because of their
 
inability to pay.
 

Ordinarily the "Botica Sa Baryo" provides drugs only to those who

have a prescription from a physician. However, the aide assigned

to dispense drugs and conduct simple accounting for the Botica
 
can always dispense simple home remedies, first aid and sulfa
 
drugs.
 

To maintain low costs it is often necessary to educate the medical

personnel in the art of prescription and the economical management

of an illness. For instance, care is taken to guarantee that
 
the appropriate quantity of drugs are dispensed for a particular

illness. Similarly, the medical personnel are encouraged to
 
prescribe the lowest cost drugs that will effectively treat a
 
particular illness.
 

The earlier experiences in the 11 communities where the "Botica Sa
Baryo" have been established tendto support the feasibility of
 
this type of approach to health care. The cooperatives are reported

to be operating effectively and on a sound economic basis. 
 Utiliza
tion rates are high and members have learned to allocate a portion

of their incomes for drug purchases.
 

The rate of loss reported due to bad credit has ranged from 8 to 
12% 
an amount which in most cases has been adequately made up from
 
profits.
 

The development of a community cooperative requires as a prerequisite

a certain level of community trust and loyalty. Itwould be of

interest to determine whether the same mechanism could be successful

in other cultures where concepts of community cooperation may not
 
be as well developed as in the Philippines.
 

The communities served by the cooperative pharmacies in the Philippines

rely on doctors to make initial diagnoses and to prescribe needed
 
drugs. It would be interesting to determine whether the concept

of a cooperative drugstore could function in communities which do
 
not have access to a physician. For instance, auxiliaries might

be trained to prescribe medications, with minimal medical super
vision, using diagnostic and treatment aids such as 
the protocols

currently being used by some health auxiliaries in the U.S.1
 

1 Kamaroff, Anthony L., M.D., et. al. 
 Protocols for Physician
 
Assistants. 
The New England Journal of Medicine. February 7, 1974.
 
p. 307 - 312.
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Also worthy of exploration is how the same concept might be
brought into effect using existing pharmacies. For instance,
would ihe owner of a druistore be agreeable to contracting with
the community 	to supply drugs on 
the same low cost basis using
a cooperative 	funding mechanism. 
In as much as 	a "Botica Sa
Baryo" would provide serious competition to a regular pharmacy
in a community, it could be predicted that the existing network
of pharmacies could be motivated to change their methods of
operation by the introduction of the plans for cooperative

drugstores in the community.
 

OURCES OF 	 Florentino S. Solon, M.D., M.P.H.
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IDDITIONAL
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Makati, Rizal
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Philippines - Barrio Resupply Points
 

*ICKGROUND 
 Family planning programs throughout the world have encountered
difficulties in ensuring continuation in clients 
use of oral

contraceptives. 
This problem has been especially acute for clinicbased programs serving dispersed populations. In the Philippines,

the Population Commission (POPCOM) and such service delivery agencies
such as the Institute of Maternal and Child Health have jointly set
 up a network of barrio (neighborhood) reaupply points in 
an effort
 
to increase access to contraception and to encourage continuation.
 

IESCRIPTION 
 In the Fall of 1974, 1000 Barrio Resupply Points (BRP) were
established inlO0 municipalities in the Philippines 
to allow family
OF planning clients to pick up pill supplies at locations close to
 
their homes.
 

PROGRAM 
 In each site, the Municipal Hbalth Officer, in conjunction with clinic

staff, selects a reputable individual or organization to manage
the BRP. Examples of the diverse range of managers selected include
barrio councils, shopkeepers, women's clubs, school teachers and
 
hilots (traditional midwives).
 

Each BRP, designed to 
serve 30 to 40 clients, receives a "basic kit"

which contains oral contraceptives and record keeping forms. 
 In
addition each worker receives training in the operation of the

resupply center from the Municipal Health Officer.
 

The BRP may be located in the workers homes or shops or in a convenient
community building. 
Workers are paid a dispensing fee of 35 centavos

(about 5 cents) by a client for each cycle 
of pills that she receives,

an amount that is generally less than it would cost her to travel
 
to the clinic. As in the clinics, there is no charge for the pills

themselves.
 

In order to obtain pill cycles from a BRP, a woman must be a

registered patient at any official family planning clinic and must

have been seen for at least one initial and one follow-up visit.

At the second or subsequent visit, she obtains a six-coupon card;

each coupon good for one cycle of pills at the Barrio Resupply Point.

At her first visit to the BRP, she must register as a customer.

As a card is good for only six cycles of pills, she must return
 
to the clinic at least twice a 
year for a new card - during which
 
time a medical checkup is carried out.
 

Simple but adequate records are kept both at the BRPs and the clinics,
allowing clinic personnel to follow-up their patients and
 
minimizing the chance of abusing the system.
 

1ALUATION 
 Since the Barrio Resupply Point scheme was launched only a few weeks

before this writing, no evaluation data is presently available.
However, the record keeping system which is
an integral part of the
 
system will allow for subsequent evaluation.
 

At the clinic, the coupon card is filled out in duplicate. The

patient gets the top copy of the card, the coupons of which she
later exchanges for pills. The second copy is filed in a folder
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indicating the BRP at which she will obtain her supplies.
 

At the BRP a log is kept of all its customers. Next to the
 
customer's name are spaces to indicate the day of the month the
 
customer has obtained her supplies and the number of cycles

obtained that month.
 

Each month a clinic worker visits the BRP and compares the coupon

stubs in her file with the BRP log to 
see which patients have registered

with the BRP and which have not. By looking through the loc itself,

she can see which customers already registered are delinquent in
 
picking up that month's pills. The clinic worker can 
then follow
up all delinquent patients. 
 This same data will also allow for
 
monthly evaluation of utilization.
 

The coupons also act as an inventory control mechanism. To restock,
 
the BRP worker must exchange the coupons he or she has collected
 
from the customers for an equal number of pill cycles. If the
 
supply becomes depleted to a greater extent than the coupond

indicate, abuse of the system will be evident.
 

It is hoped that by making pill supplies available to clinic patients

at more convenient locations, pill continuation will be enhanced.
 
However, it will be interesting to see whether the payment of the
 
35 centavo/cycle dispensing fee will be seen by the patient to be
 
more or less of an obstacle than traveling to the clinic for her
 
supplies. It will also be interesting to see whether this fee

will serve as sufficient incentive to the BRP worker to maintain
 
his or her stock.
 

Philippines Commission on Population
 
Population Center Building
 
South Super Highway
 
Makati, Rizal
 
Republic of the Philippines
 



Thailand and India 
-
"New" Indigenous Practitioners
 

ACKGROUND 
 Virtually every society has developed a mechanism to provide for
the health needs of its people. In many parts of the world these
needs continue to be met by individuals in that society with
specialized talents for using traditional practices and medicines
to relieve the illness of their fellow man 
- herbalists, medicine
men, bonesetters, spiritualists, midwives, and "traditional
physicians". 
 There is emerging, however, an important new class
of practitioner - traditional in his role but new in the tools he
uses. 
 The examples that follow provide two examples of the types
and potential importance of the "New Indigenous Practitioner".
 

,ESCRIPTION 
 Thailand
 

In Thailand they are called "injection doctors". Typically they
are men, living in 
or near a business district who devote full time to
their occupation. 
 Their training may have come from previous work
as an auxiliary or orderly in a health station, hospital 
or pharmacy
or from an apprenticeship with an established "injection doctor".
 

Normally they practice in the homes of their clients, travelling
from village to village on bicycle or Derhaps motorbike, if their
practice is a successful one. 
 Some own medicine stores'in the
market, where they also see and treat patients. A few are 
licensed
by the government as 
"ancient doctors" but most practice outside
the law which forbids their practice  a law which is scarcely

enforced.
 

A fee.of 5 - 10 baht (25 
- 50¢ U.S.) per injection is charged, and
many "injection doctors" provide as many as 
300 injections per month.
It is a rewarding occupation, with most'receiving more than a secondary
school teacher or even a 
young district physician  a fact that explains
why so many well educated young men eventually take up the trade.
 

The "injection doctor" is usually paid for his service by the visit,
but regular patients may pay at the end of a series of injections.
The fee paid includes diagnosis and treatment as 
well as the medicines
used. 
 Fees are often adjusted to meet patient's incomes. At times
payment is made in the form of goods such as 
rice, cakes, or honey,
but, in general, cash is preferred.
 

No prescription system exists in Thailand to 
restrict the purchase of
drugs. "Injection doctors" purchase their supplies inmonthly amounts
from pharmacies in the provincial capitals 
- often buying from only 1
or 2 stores and receiving a discount. 
The "injection doctor" relies
on pamphlets from the town pharmacies, health manuals from bookstores,
drug instructions written in Thai and, most importantly, on the
advice of pharmacists in selecting the drugs that they use. 
 Although
few speak English they learn how to identify drugs by their labels.
 
Among the most common drugs used are sulfa, penicillin, streptomycin,
camphor vitrol, vitamins, and glucose 
- all in their injectable forms.
Recently some "injection doctors" have been reported to have added
Depo Provera (a long acting injectable contraceptive) to their basic
medical kit. 
 Oral medicines are seldom used by the injection doctor 
-



VALUATION 


ESCRIPTION 


a trait that he shares in
common with the Thai "modern doctor".
 

Typically, when arriving at the patient's house the "injection

doctor" asks for boiling water in which to place his needles and
syringe. If there is none available he can prepare itwith the
alcohol burner he carries. The equipment is boiled while he
examines the patient and engages in conversation with family and

friends who gather to watch. 
 No modern instruments such as thermometers or stethoscopes are ordinarily used; reliance being placed

on touch and query in making a diagnosis.
 

There is little specialization among "injection doctors" and little
referral between them. If an 
illness is unfamiliar or beyond the
"injection doctor's" competence he will usually refer the patient

to 
imodern doctor or to a district hospital.
 

It has been estimated that up to 75% 
of the rural population of
Thailand uses the "injection doctor" for at least part of their

medical needs. 
 It has also been estimated that it costs seven to
eight times as much for a villager to receive a treatment from an
"injection doctor" as 
from a government health station.
 

How effective is the treatment that the "injection doctor" gives?

No studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of the treatment
that he offers that would allow the question to be answered. Informal
observers of the "injection doctor" in Thailand have, however, expressed

the opinion that their services are more beneficial than harmful and,
at least, better than no medical care at all. Urban physicians, for

example, have been known to make use of them when a patient must have
 a sustained treatment. Likewise, it has been noted that patients

arriving at the hospital with appendicitis are often in improved

condition as a result of having received an injection of penicillin.
from the "injection doctor" in conjunction with his referral of the
 
case to the hospital.
 

There can 
be little doubt that the "injection doctor" has been
successful for one important reason 
- he fulfills an important need.

There are few "modern" health professionals who have the time or the
inclination to bring medicine to the level of the people.

"injection doctors" practice medicine on terms 

The
 
that the Thai villager


understands and provides a service that no 
other individuals are
 
currently ready to perform.
 

India
 

In India the "new indigenous Dractitioner" is represented by diversity

of practitioners, including Vaids using the Ayurvedic system, Hakims
Dracticina the Unani system, Homeopaths following the Homeopathic

system and those using no one 
system of medicine but borrowing
freely from all systems. 
 Regardless of their orientation, the "new
indigenous practitioners" share in 
common their willingness to use
modern medicines where they have demonstrated their value or in 
cases
 
where their clients have begun to demand them.
 



Studies in 
two parts of India, Pujab and Kerala, paint a composite
picture of the "new indigenous practitioner" as a male with education
beyond that of the average villager, many of whom have completed some
formal 
training in either the Ayurvedic or Unani tradition. Nearly
all have engaged in some type of apprenticeship - some for as long

as five years.
 

Most practice in the villages in which they were 
born or close to
them, in clinics or offices which have been established for many
years. In general, they will 
treat any condition which is presented,
although some decline to treat tuberculosis, cancer and diseases of
 women. A practitioner may see as many as 
twenty patients a day, for
a fee averaging about 2 
-
3 rupees a visit often making the practitioner one of the wealthiest men in his village.
 

History taking of the patient is with few exceptions limited to chief
complaints. Physical examinations which are performed vary, but in
some cases "western" instruments such as thermometers, stethoscopes,
and ear speculae are used - although not always in the correct manner.
 

According to Indian law many drugs can not be sold without the prescription of a registered medical practitioner. Nonetheless, most
"new indigenous practitioners" are able to procure the drugs which
they need through commercial channels. 
 They obtain information
about the indications of use of modern medicines and the appropriate
dosage from reading materials enclosed with the drug manufacturer
 
or from their contacts with pharmacists. Injections are commonly given,
with penicillin alone or in combination with streptomycin being

favored.
 

Fees 
are most often paid in cash but some practitioners have arrange
ments for treating their patients on a credit basis.
 

ALUATION 
 The "new indigenous practitioner" in India is 
not a homogenous classi
fication and thus it is difficult to evaluate their effectiveness as
 a group. 
 They vary from extremely traditional practitioners who make
 use of aspirin and other simple medications to sophisticated curers
who make use of modern instruments, techniques and a wide variety of

modern medicines.
 

What can be said is that "new indigenous practitioners" are common
in India and destined to become even more so as more and more people
begin to demand modern medicines. Studies have shown that only ten
to twenty per cent of rural 
Indians utilize government health services.
(See Appendix C for a dexcription of India's rural health system and
reasons for its low utilization). Given the call 
for modern medicines
and the lack of other resources to provide it there is 
reason to believe
that there will be an accelerated evolution of the role of the "new
indigenous practitioner" in India and an increased need to study their

effectiveness in providing health care.
 



COMMENTS The "new indigenous practitioner" represents a valuable resource 
-

up until now unexploited - for expanding the delivery of needed
health service to rural peoples. They possess two characteristics

which should be especially attractive to anyone planning health services:
 

They function within the cultural milieu of the people they serve.

The indigenous practitioner is 
a member of the community he serves,

familiar *at only with the customs and beliefs of that community

but also with the individuals that make it up.
 

The practices of the "new indigenous practitioner" are in most
 cases fully compatible with scientific concepts of illness.

* "new indigenous practitioner" has already of his own 

The
 
initiative
 

accepted innovation, and in many cases stands ready to accept
additional ideas which have the potential to satisfy his clients
and, in turn, improve his 
own standing among his fellow villagers.
 

The challenge is 
to bring this unique resource into the organized health

delivery system. To do this, efforts must be made to learn more about
their existing methods of operation, methods of bringing their procedures
 
up to date, and supervising their activities. Most importantly, actions
must be taken to recognize and legitimize this resource which, regardless of any efforts launched by government to provide modern health

services, will undoubtedly remain the primary source of help for many

people for years to come.
 

ADDITIONAL The information presented in this section has been taken from two
 
excellent studies:
 

SOURCES OF
 
Role of the Indigenous Medicine Practitioner in Two Areas of India 
-
INFORMATION Report of a Study.
 
Alfred K. Newmann, M.D.
 
Social Sciences and Medicine, 1971, Vol. 5, pp. 137 149

Pergamon Press. London
 

Thai "Injection Doctors" - Antibiotic Mediators 
Clark E. Cunningham
Social Sciences and Medicine, 1970. Vol. 5, pp. 1 24 
Pergamon Press. London 

-

Correspondence can be made with the authors at the following addresses:
 

Alfred K. Newmann, M.D.
 
Head, International Health Program

Division of International Health
 
School of Public Health
 
University of California
 
Los Angeles, California 90024
 

Clark E. Cunningham
 
Department of Anthropology
 
University of Illinois
 
Urbana, Illinois
 



Appendix A - An Independent Audit of "Successes" in Health Programs
 

Reviewing health programs from a distance is much like ordering a
bride (or groom) through the mail. The descriptions that you get
may sound elegant but you certainly want to 
reserve final judgement
until you have seen the real thing. William and Elizabeth Paddock
 were able to do what the assembler of this review was 
not able to
do - take an 
in depth look at two of the Central American health
 
projects reported on here.
 

While their views may be much more critical than other sets of
observers and the issues they focus on different than 
a health
 manager might select, their conment; do strcngly support .the notion
that illusions are often constructed that-obscure the outsider's
 
vision of reality.
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An Independent Audit of What They Cal Success in 
Foreign Assistance - Iowa State University Press 
Ames, 1973 [ 8 1 
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ABOUT FIFTEEN' YEARS AGO Carroll Behrhorst, M.D., was practicing 
medicine in Winfield, Kansas, a small prairie town near the Okla
homa border. As he reached his midthirties, he faced up to the 
fact that the town had twenty doctors for 10,000 people. "I felt 
frustrated. I had studied medicine to help people, but no one's 
life in "Wtinfeld depended on my help." 

So Behrhorst began looking around for a change. He saw a 
notice in a Lutheran paper soliciting the services of an American 
doctor for Guatemala. Within a short time he andihis family of 
six children had settled there. 

The Lutheran Church paid him while he studied three years 
to procure a license to practice medicine in Guatemala. He would 
then reopen the clinic and hospital which the Lutherans formerly
had operated in Antigua but had had to close for the lack of a 
doctor. 

But Behrhorst, once he had his diploma and license, decided 
against this. As he told it to me, "I found that the Lutheran mis
sion was not interested in helping the Indians, but only in saving 
souls' and sending back reports to the mission board in St. Louis 
. . . so I left the Lutherans and began working independently." 
As a result, the Lutheran clinic and hospital in Antigua which had 
been designed to help the Indian remained closed. 

Behrhorst now moved out on his own to open a clinic in 
Chimaltenango, a large tow_'n with good accessibility and visibility
for travelers. It is about half an hour from Guatemala City on the 
paved Pan American Highway north to the Mexican border via 
Lake Atitlin, the nation's number one tourist attraction. This is 
also the main route for tourists who go to see the Indian highland 
culture, located beyond Chimaltenango. Here Belirhorst has spent 
the last decade. Most of his patients are Indians from the rural 
areas. 
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go 	 Volunteers: The Irrepressible Urge to Help 

ing to a diagnosis by one of the medical Indians accompanying us. 
Again Behrhorst used the stethoscope and then confirmed the diag-
nosis. Behrhorst used the stethoscope on every patient, even if 
only for a moment. 

Later I talked about the stethoscope with Dr. Phillip Stubble-
field, a doctor fcr the Peace Corps volunteers in Guatemala. The 
Corps had allowed him to come to the Behrhorst clinic as a visit-
ing doctor one day a week, for a year. I said that to a nonmedical 

person like myself this use of the stethoscope seemed strange. 
"No," he said, "Dr. Behrhorst emphasizes this is the procedure 
to use, no matter if it is an ingrown toenail; always use the stetho-
scope on every patient, even if just for a moment." 

I said this still did not seem very professional. In fact, it 
would have been something like my handing corn seeds to an In-
dian farmer and telling him to plant them in the dark of the 
moon, and just as fraught with possible future misunderstanding. 

Stubblefield answered, "Well, Behrhorst says the Indians be-
lieve the stethoscope has magical qualities of healing. He always 
gives medication by injections, too, because they feel better after-
wards. They like the needle." 

I asked Stubblefield about the quality of medicine at the clinic. 
He said it was "not as good as in the government hospital in Anti-
gua (20 miles away) or in Guatemala City. But there you might 
have to wait all day, with a dying child in your arms, and even then 
might not get in. At Behrhorst's you can always get in." 

Stubblefield then analyzed Behrhorst's kind of medical prac-
tice, characterizing it as "empiric." He added, "In the United 
States we think of our medicine as being scientific. The doctor 
waits until all the tests have been run before making his diagnosis 
and prescribing treatment, and always with a minimum of drugs." 
In contrast, under the empirical, or Behrhorst, method, "the 
doctor takes a look at the patient, makes his best guess as to what's 
wrong and treats the patient with a spectrum of bro;.d-gauge 
medicines. He can do this because 90 percent of his cases fall into 
one of three categories: diarrhea, pneumonia, or malnutrition.' 
The doctor can work fast in prescribing for these ailments. Stubble-
field said Behrhorst could see as many as 150 to 200 patients in a 
single day, and often did. He frequently examines two z' a time 
and may see as many as 30 atients in an hour, roughiy two mm-
utes per patient. 

Behrhorst himself told me of the need for this "country doctor 
medicine." "Few Indians will make the trip to the government 
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hospitals for the laboratory tests or the X rays which my hospital 
and clinic do not have. It is too far away for them to go, too long 
a trip."

I 	was curious about this line of reasoning. Was Behrhorst's 

the only medical help available locally? I remembered having seen 
a new clinic on the way into town. Actually, as I eventuall' 
found out, Chimaltenango must be one of the best medically 
equipped towns of its size in Central America. Several facilities 
arc specifically designed for these same Indians who go to the 
Behrhorst clinic. 

MDICAL FACILITIES SERVING THE CIMALTENANGO AREA: 
.	 Public Health Clinic-one resident physician and three nurses: 

all four live in Chinaltenango. In addition, the clinic has the 
services of three pediatricians who come on weekdays from 
Guatemala City and a dentistnwho comes three days a week. 
GNatemal ci a dntit who es rgeo a nd 

2. 	 National Social Security Hospital-one resident surgeon and 
six male nurses; all seven live in Chimaltenango. Facilities in
elude fifteen beds. However, this is open only to persons cov
ered by the national social security plan. 

3. 	 Maternity Hospital-one obstetrician-gynecologist, twelve nurses 

and four midwives; all seventeen live in Chimaltenango. Facili
ties include twent'-five beds. 

4. 	 Children's Nursery-nurse and three social workers who care for 
children during the day. 

5. 	 National Health ?rogran (SA)-six last-year medical stu
dents who work out of Guatemala City. This proam, pri
marily aimed at providing medical care for Indians, is supported
ml 
by the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama 
(INCAP) and the University of San Carles (wvhicii has a medical 
school in Guatemala City). 

6. 	 PUMAR-one physicinand one nurse who supposedly visit 
villages in the ChImaltcnango area on regular schedules with a 
mobile health clinic. This is aimed primarily at providing medi
cal 	care for rural Indians and is supported by U.S. government 

ai fuinds. 
7. 	 Acci6n Conjunta-one 7hysician and three nurses: all live in 

Chimatenango and ake the rounds of outlying villages. 
Acci6n is aimed primariv at providing medical care r Indians. 

8. 	 Doctors in private practice-five physicians; aji live ;n ChiInal
tenango. Four of them also work at the facilities mentioned 
above. 
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Apart from the Behrhorst Clinic, then, ten doctors, according 
to my count (assuming no duplication), plus nurses and social 
woikers, and the six medical students are available to serve the 
people of the Chimaltenango area. 

This is all quite contrary to what is believed by most of those 
who have talked with Dr. Behrhorst. Thus Dr. Jessie L. Brodie of 
the Pathfinder Fund in Boston wrote me, "As you know, Behrhorst 
has the only clinic and hospital for an area wih 400,000 .Cakchi-
quel Indians." G Similar statements that the Behrhorst Clinic is 
the only one in Chimaltenango have appeared in other publica-
tions.7 

When the clinic's American and British volunteers were ques-
tioned about the other medical facilities in the area, all told me 
essentially the same, "Oh, but those are for the ladinos. Indians 
won't go to them." W%%hen I arked Dr. Emilio Mendizibal, head 
of the government's public health service for the Chimaltenango 
area, he said that in the two health centers he runs and thirteen 
auxiliary clinics (in the Department of Chimaltenango) they treat 
approximately 500 Indians a day, five days a week. How did the 

story get started that Indians won't go to the government clinics? 
Mendizibal, who has headed the Chimaltenango program for eight 
years, said, "I do not believe Behrhorst has ever visited the Chi-
maltenango clinic to see what we do or how we do it." (While I 
was with him, he confirmed this with his head nurse and the head 
of PROSA, Dr. Gustavo Vichy.) 

Then he added, "Nor lo I believe any correspondent or writer 
who has written about the Behrhorst program has visited our gov-
crnment program." 

I asked Dr. Stubblefield about the Guatemalan medical efforts 
designed specifically for the Indians. He said, "PROSA is a great 
idea. It is a joint effort of INCAP, medical schools, and the gov-
ernment medical services. Behrhorst is beginning to work with 
them a little. But sometimes Behrhorst acts if these others are in 
competition with him. There is no reason for him to feel that way.
There are centainly enough sick Indians to go around for every-
one." 

To REACH the in~ins who do not come out of the hills, Behrhorst 
has a program for training Indians to perform medical services in 
those villages where medical facilities supposedly do not exist. 
Behrhorst said the object is "to take people who are not educated 
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and make good doctors of them." He added, "Such persons can 
make a good living this way, too. I believe in the profit motive 
and in charging 'a small fee. These medical Indians conic here 
every Tuesday for their course. They make tlic hospital rounds 
with me and then they have classes in agriculturc. After a year 
they get their diplomas and can sell medicines back in their vil
lages, and some fertilizer, too. It is a good business for them; 
some earn from $300 to $500 a month." My reaction: if true, 
these must be among the most highly remunerated villagers in the 
country. Certainly it seems to be a large sum to come out of a 
subsistence level community. 

To help explain the work of these medical Indians, Stubblefield 
gave me a report entitled "Analysis of Rural Empirical Practition
ers," by C. Michael Murphy of the University of Kentucky College 
of Medicine. A third year medical student at the time he con
ducted his two-month survey of Behrhorst's medical training pro
gram in 196G, Murphy reviewed the work of the inedical Indians 
in the communities they were serving, providing sketches of eightof the Indians. 

Of these, one was working in a town which had two pharma
cies run by former practical nurses, as well as a public health center 
staffed by one practical, or auxiliary, nurse. 

Another was working in a locality where three pharmacies 
were available and to which two physicians devoted a total of 
three days a week. 

Still another was 'ocated in :an area s-rved by one pharmacy 
and a doctor who had a clinic one day a week. 

This sampling indicated the possibility that the situation of 
Chimaltenango, with its several established health facilities, is 
duplicated to some extent in communities served by Behrhorst
trained Indians. Thus while it is undoubtedly true that a need 
exists for more medical care in the Indian villages, it is a gross 
exaggeration to say that only Dr. Behrhorst, his clinic, and his 
medical Indians serve the villages. 

Murphy noted that making money was an important motive 
for becoming a medical indian. f one of thesc Murphy wrote, 
"He is in the business strictly for :he money an' freely uscs such 
tricks as saying not to go to the doctcr because he costs so much,
treatlmg the d.sease ',.te- "-.i:s cured, and treating people without 
proper indication." Murphy described anothier o- tile eight who is 
similarly motivated and who "goes to the adjacent towns :ind 
seeks out the sick, but does not enjoy his practice." Of still another 
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He said his annual budget was about $76,000. He mentioned 
contributions to his support from various sources, such as AID,

Vorld Neighbors, and a newly organized Behrhorst Clinic Founda-
tion. He said he also collected fees from his clinic patients but "a
good many Indians cannot pay the $1.25 fee so I charge them less,
which means there is an annual loss in the operation of about 
$8,000." 

Behrhorst said he did not have permanent sponsorship by any
philanthropic, humanitarian, religiousor organization. He said 
he had begun his work in Guatemala as a Lutheran medical mis-
sionary, but had left because he wanted to work independently,
"not with a group directed from outside Guatemala." This was not
the reason he had given me in an earlier conversation (as quoted
at the beginning of this chapter), nor was it the reason I later 
heard: he had resigned rather than comply with the medical re-
quirements of the Lutheran Mission Board for its overseas person-
nel and their families. In the beginning it had cost the Lutheran 
Church substantially to bring Behrhorst and his family to Guate-
mala and to support them while he obtained a Guatemalan licenseto practice medicine. By the time he had had, as he phrased it,
"a falling out" with the Lutherans, the church had invested more
than $50,000 in him. 

Since, however, a general impression remains among officials 
with whom I spoke in Guatemala that Behrhorst operates under
Lutheran sponsorship, I wrote the Lutheranto Church-Missouri 
Synod. Wiliiam H. Kohn, executive secretary of the Board for 
Missions, replied, "Dr. Behrhorst's clinic and foundation is not
under the responsibility and direction of our Board for Missions. 
For that reason we have no jurisdiction in the matter. At the sametime, however, it should thatbe noted individual Lutherans and 
occasionally Lutheran organizations have provided support for the 
project."" 

The letter went on to say that "the Medical Secretary on our
Board has not made a formal evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
clinic." 

While in Guatemala I asked U.S. A7D officials about their sup-
port for the Behrhorst Clinic. They praised his work. but expressedsurprise that Behrhorst had said their organizaton was supporting 
it. 

Dr. F. J. Vintinner, who -.vas in charge of U.S. government as-
sistance for medical projects throughout Central America, said he 
was not quite sure whether Behrhorst was receiving any U.S. aid 
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money or not. He was under the impression the doctor's support 
came from the Lutheran Church and from private citizens. 

Dr. James King, medical projects officer with U.S. AID in 
Guatemala, had been in Guatemala for three months when I talked 
to him. He had just visited Behrhorst to "offer him U.S. support,"
but Behrlorst had told him he did not need it. King knew of no 
U.S. foreign aid money going into the Behrhorst clinic. 

A couple of days later King phoned me. With some chagrin
lie explained that his organization had granted Behirhorst $5,000. I
asked King if he had ever seen Behrhorst's financial statement. He
replied, "Oh, no, we would not ask for that kind of information. 
His is a nonprofit organization with which we are dcaling."

And that was my introduction to the fact that nonprofit
ganizations have 

or
an implied immunity against questions about 

money. The U.S. government had not investigated the clinic's 
financial background before making a contribution. Such financing 
can be sanctified by association, i.e., AID "thinks" the Lutherans 
are funding the operation; therefore, that is a good enough recom
mendation. 

For budget details about his work, Behrhorst referred me, via 
the New York advertising firm of J. Walter Thompson, to Colum
bia University's Edwin Barton, who spearheads a fund-raising pro
gram for the Behrhorst Clinic Foundation. Barton, author of a
book on Behrhorst, Doctor to the Mayas, became somewhat an
noyed when I asked about finances: but when i assured Barton my
question was meant merely -C find ou- the source c7 the 575,000
annual budget and not the private income of Dr. Behrhorst, he
said, "Oh, well, in that case, what the Foundation has raised is 
insignificant." 

From World Neighbors I learned that this organization con
tributes about $50,000 a year.' 2 Thus this would seem to be his 
major support. 

The more I probed the financial structure of Behrhorst's op
erations, the more confused I became. Word of my inquiries must 
have filtered back to Chimaltenango. A letter came from Behrhorst,
saying, 'If were write about usyou tc adversely, i: would be a 
distinct disservice to many peopfe an. organizat:ons. Thesc "ncludethe Pan American Develenment Foundation and its leaders such as 

: Plazz and Sy" Rotter; .he Agency for -ernatlcna Development and its Mission to Guatemala; World Neighbors; OXFAN[:
the United States Ambassador to Guatemala, Nathaniel Davis: 
Asqistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs, Charles 
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Murphy said, "Medicine has made him rich enough so that he 
plans to build a new house of his own." 

In part, making money was inculcated during their training 
when, according to Murphy, two general rules were established 
.out of a desire to satisfy local expectations of what a 'curer' should 

do: (1) every patient must receive an injection; if no injection is 
indicated by the symptoms, an injection of vitamin B complex is 
given; (2) if a patient has chest or abdominal complaints, a stetho-
scope must be put to the affected area." 

Finally, the medical Indians were admonished during their 
training that "fees were to be charged to the patients only for 
medicines given, not for services rendered. Thus if the 'curer' 
had no drug therapy to offer his patient, no charge was to be 
made." 

I asked Behrlhorst how he justifies sending out his hastily
trained Indians to compete with local pharmacists and doctors. 
Behrhorst said, "Well, I know these students are really practicing
medicine. It is against the law for them to do it officially. Actua".ly, 
the head of the public health service here doesn't like me too well." 
(Dr. Mendiz.ibal later told me, "These men Behrhorst sends out as 
medical aids, operate without supervision, have no ind of license, 
and often call themselves 'doctor.' In every respect they operate
illegally and outside the Guatemalan law." Incidentally, a govern-
ment-financed program in the maternity hospitals which no one 
at the Behrhorst clinic mentioned, trains Indian women to be mid-
wives. The women are tested at the end o their training and 
issued a license bearing their photograph, which is validated by the 
Ministry of Health.) 

Behrhorst then changed the subject and mentioned that "the 
agricultural extension work is basically the most important part 
of the work of these men." But its effectiveness is open to question,
according to a second report written by Murphy. He said, .". the 
student has a strong financial motive to do well in his medical 
work. Unfortunately, there is no such system to reward the student 
for his knowledge of agricultural science. The financial reward for 
applying the latest advances in agriculture. . . Is of f1ar less mag-
nitude than the possible financial gain to be made frcm a success-
ful practice of medicine."s 

Behrhorst invited me to attend the lesson being given .or his 
medical Indians that day in agriculture. Sure enough, the same 
men from the hospital rounds were in a class-not in agriculture, 
however, but in human reproduction. It was given bravely by 
young Mrs. Paul McKay, who, joking about being very pregnant 
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herself, did a first-class job of teaching the men about hunan repro
duction. She explained to me later they had to undei tand human 
reproduction before they could understand birth Mrs.control. 
McKay and her husband (a trained agriculturalist) were not sup
ported by the Behrhorst Clinic but by an organization called 
"World Neighbors." Although Dr. Behrhorst is credited, by him
self and by others as I earlier indicated, with having organized 
variety of instructional courses in improved farming practices, es
tablishing cooperatives, and conducting variety trials with apples
and vegetables, I found that in fact this effort was originated by
and is entirely funded, staffed, and operated by World Neighbors, 
which rents space from the Beehrhorst Clinic. It also financcs the 
Behrhorst birth control program, quietly paying him salary.a 

I had heard occasionally about World Neighbors before, but 
no one in my preliminary interviews for this book had recom
mended one of its projects. Thus I had given its work no heed. 
Based on my talks with the McKays and later by visiting their 
Oklahoma City headquarters, I concluded World Neighbors to be 
a self-effacing, unpretentious, but effective organization. It has, in 
my opinion, a most sensible and simplified program for the devel
oping world: agricultural improvement and family planning at 
the village level. No more, no less. 

One of my major reasons for visiting the Behrhorst Clinic was 
the strong recommendation by U.S. AID officials; they said that 
Guatemala's best birth contrci effort was "probably that of Dr. 
Behrhorst" because his clinic had inserted more IUD's [intrauterine 
device] than any other. I mentioned this to him and lie said he did 
indeed have an active program and estimated he had inserted 
"probably 1,100 IUD's."l' 

I asked, "What has been the retention rate?" He said two 
women had become pregnant with the loop in place, and added, 
"I have had two patients become pregnant by losing the loop with
out knowing it, another four or five have lost the loop. Thus only
six or seven of the total number have been lost. I have also had to 
remove fifteen to twenty because of bleeding." 

In this aspect of his medical practice it would appear his per
formance is unique. Statistics from -IUD programs in ether coun
tries snow a retention rate of about 70 percent at the end of the 

-Th'ss woud 
more than 300 not retained (if 1,100 had been inserted) rather than 
his 25. And where malnutrition is severe, as he ;ays it is with his 
:ndians, the expectect loss could be still higher. 

I asked Dr. Behrhorst, "How do you finance your oneration?" 

ye-. Trlt mazi tha. o'e s,hoild ',:?cc- somewhat 

http:Actua".ly
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Meyer; all of whom are loyal and consistent supporters of our 
program."u a  

The name gam is an indispensable part of charity donations. 
However, I wager that with the exception of World Neighbors none 
of these "loyal and consistent supporters" has any idea of the fi-
nances of this operation, cr knowledge of the effectiveness of the 
sort of hocus-pocus approach being used with the Indians. 

So what is wrong with the Behrhorst Clinic? Dr. Behrhorst is 
treating Indians and he is providing a service for which facilities 
will never meet the demand. So what if the doctor wants the world 
to think he is the only one serving 200,000 (or 400,000) Cakchiquel 
Indians-his desire for recognition may be no greater than that of 
the next man's. No, the problems are more fundamental. 

For one, Dr. Behrhorst is competing against, not working with, 
the local Guatemalan medical organizations designed by Guate
malans to help Guatemala's Indians. By denying the very existence 
of this service, he undermines the potential effectiveness of it. 
Guatemalans are unlikely to turn to him for advice or to accept any 
potential Behrhorst inputs to their program. In fact, if I were a 
Guatemalan M.D., I would probably want to run him out of the 
country for turning loose on the innocent Indians inadequately 
trained and supervised medical "doctors" that exploit the supersti
tions of the uneducated. 

But this is secondary to the concern an American might have 
over the apparent lack of guidance churches give their parishioners 
wishing to donate to overseas programs. Assuming the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod is typical, we have the situation where on 
the one hand it emphasizes it has no responsibility for the Behr
horst program and has made no evaluation of its effectiveness, and 
on the other hand allows its publications to imply that it both 
supports the Behrhorst program financially and endorses it medi
cally. For instance, the Lutheran Layman (Sept. 1970) said Dr. 
Behrhorst derives support "from many sources, including the Luth
eran Church-Missouri Synod . . . [and] by Lutheran youth or
ganization's 'Hikes for Hunger.' " An entire issue of the Lutheran 
Medical Missions Council's publica-:on was dev.t.ed to Dr. Behr
horst.14 

How then, does the may, of goodwill decide to where to -..
nate his charity dollar? 

My feeling is: if you want to give to a worthy cause, choose 
one near home as there is a better chance to check its background. 

ANcING A CHARIrY 99 

And, if your "thing" is helping Indians, pick a reservation in 
the United -States. 

P.S. Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma (a state full of Indian 
problems and only eighteen miles from Winfield, Kansas) in a Sen
ate floor speech said recently, "Physicians in [U.S.] Indian hospitals 
frequently have an impossible patient load, and those physicians 
going to field stations or clinics see as many as 80 patients a day. 
One physician at an Indian hospital in Oklahoma has a patient 
load which allows him only 3 minutes per patient per day. The 
result is long lines and degrading treatment."15 

http:horst.14
http:dev.t.ed
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-U.S. Aid: After Thirty Years if Ha-rdwork .OBILE HEALTH CLINICS BECOME A SHELL GAME 3 

ducers of mortality and morbidity) is excellent and I think we were have been laid for permanent responsible local groups who can take leadertreating somewhere around one million patients a year. However, ship in community health and development activities and there is a growmy real goal was the utilization of this program in initiating corn ing change of attitude toward civic responsibility and pride in localn , commuand or
organization, community self-help involvement, and the ganizations and achievements. With improved health and a feeling of new 

development of the Democratic process." 
hope for a better life in the spirit of the Alliance for Progress, the people
in the rural areas of the five countries in Central America and Panama willThe original blueprint of PUMAR was impressively simple. A become an important component in the total economic and social progressdoctor and a nurse were to make regular circuits in a rural area by of the region.'

jeep, spending one day every fortnight at each of twelve towns on
their run. At each town a small medical center, stockpiled with Vintinner included a catalog of PUMAR-inspired, self-helpbasic medicines, was to be supervised by a local resident called a community development projects in Central America and Panama:sanitation inspector." Among other duties, he would make sure
 
the patients were 
ready when the medical team arrived. Health clinics establishedEach patient would pay approximately twenty-eight cents for 74Communities employing full-time nurse aides 209
 
treatment. 
 This money would go into a fund to be spent locally on Community centers establishedcommunity development projects. The sanitation l o c a l l yw 

n i
inspector would NewCo mbuildingsu i ny c constructedst ueta l e d 64n r 38encourage the local people to organize a village committee by an Piped water systems installed 203
election. The committee would vote on how the accumulated funds Community wells constructed 
 80 

Latrineswere to be spent, presumably on such projects installed 
4as road building, Community wells reconditioned 7,459

construction of a health center, digging of a well, purchase of a Latrines rehabilitatedpump, and so on. 2.254The doctor would meet with the village commit- Garbage disposal programs initiated 3,799

tee members on his visits and offer professional, mature guidance Community clean-up 
 programs initiated 202on community projects. Animal-penning programs initiated 420In all, effectively simple.Equally i e ve he Public barns constructed 154Public laundries constructedEqually important, even the nonprofessional in development 281

New access roads constructed
could grasp at once the impact such a program could 

65
have as a miles 235device for introducing new ideas to backward, isolated villages nd Reads im5reved 

thereby help lead them to a better life. BrmilesBefore undertaking field research on PUMAR's mobile units, 350Sdools assisted (construction, renovation, supplies) 60 
at the suggestion of Assistant Secretary oOState Coveyryoat Ovey assisted3(constructindrenovation, upples)513terviewed er Iinthe pertinent officials in Washington and their counter- Home garden programs started58Small animal-raising programs started 
parts in Central America. I read reports. 1 was briefed. The gist of Coiunnal industries startedthis background material was summarized by Frederick J. Vintinne . 24 , Credit unions and cooperatives assisted 64AID's chief public health advisor in Central America, in an article Athletic fields constructed or improved 38he wrote for a public health journal in 1968, five years after the Lbraries started or assistedprogram was inaugurated. 28

[po AR prsasimed ical c ar 
,y field research it was necessary, in accordance with my[PUMAR provides basic medicalservices for two million people living in

ca
the rural

are ventive Redcine and pattern ot selecting specic deve-opment projects, to determineareas of Costa Rica. ElSalvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama . . . Self-help 
which Central American nation had the most effective PUMAR rga t did not take og to establish that n Washington theis a cardinal factor and through cooperative community actions a'asic
health facilities ihave been constructed, health programs implemented, en- Nicaraguan program was reputed, by all odds,
vironmental sanitation improved, and roads, bridges, schools, athletic tc be the best. The 

fields, late Aaron Brown, who had just retired as U.S. ambassador to Nicand other community facilities built or established. Foundations aragia, confirmed this conclusion, stressing th;at the PUMAR 



41 
U.S. Aid: Alfter Thirty Years of Haird [Fork 

program there was "excellent beca:xse it includes a community (e-
velopmnt program. James P. Lockard, development officer on theCentral American desk of AID, informed me that plans were afootto provide the Nicaraguan government with a loan to increase thenumber of mobile units from eleven to twenty. Since Nicaragua 
was the only country slated for such an expansion, this seemed to 
be additional evidence that its PUMAR program had special merit. 

When I arrived in Managua, I was particularly impressed by 
Louis Gardella, AID 's articulate public health advisor assigned as 
liaison with PUMAR.2liaison drcofwithad a 


Gardellah ad
t a direct, open personality, and he did not beatabout the bush when discussing anything. Besides being a breath
of fresh air in the hierarchy of officialdom, he was experienced inAID, having spent six years in Nicaragua and had worked previ

ously in Libya, Paraguay, and Costa Rica. 
 Gardella was considered 
an expert concerning the health problems of the hungry nations.Actually I hazard that his enthusiasm and his effectiveness as an 

advocate 
 for the PUMAR program are the underlying reasons theand elsewhereo 


"Ve have been too successful in public health here," he told 
me, referring to the dramatic decline in the local death rate. "Wehave failed to realize the effect of our success on population growth

until recently. 1Wre should 
have started family planning when we 

began our public health programs here twenty years ago. 
,, •fi


"Nicaragua has a !ot of good land to expand into," he said. 

"PUMAR brings medical services to these new areas." (I was
surprised to find this able, seasoned official repeating the old, perni. 

cious myth about uninhabited land automatically being good land
for farming.) 


or faming,"TheI asked, "Do these mobile health units offer family planning 
service?"
servce?"These 

"No," lie said. "Ve have too much to do already. When a unitarrives in a town, the doctor has some eighty patients to see that 
same day. He also has to meet with the local committee to plan
community development projec There is a limit to what one 
man can do." 

Gardella added, "The headaches of just keeping the units on 
the move ta:z everyone's ingenuity." keigteuisoAt the time i interviewed im, a n'VHEN

icvse 

AtlantCoat Th 


units, four of them boats whint r Nicaragua hiad lng rie 
nitsar theo m b served communities alongnear the Atlantic Coast. riversThe boats had been inaugurated by former 

NODItF HEALTH CLNCS DECONE A snrL GAStr 

President Rend Schick Gutirrez as a political gesture to show 
people he was doing something for the nation's isolated citizens.Gardella said that keeping the boats in operation is a frustratingjob because their outboard motors are always breaking down.Since the number of people ]iving in the remote areas is small, thecost of maintaining the waterborne units per person served is high.
 

But, Gardella emphasized, as had Dr. Berman in his letter,
 
PU Ar's success should not be judged solely by the medical
 
se r s i pr ves . h o tdt e impor e ofthe cre a

services it provides. He pointed to the importance of the creation 
village committees and said they had been an essential factor inteaching people how to operate through the democratic process."In the past," he said, "there has always been some local czar who 

ran everything in these villages. We are using the committee systemto teach the people they have certain rights." Gardella's enthusiasm 
was contagious as he spoke of developing democracy this way and 
,- the need to neutralize the "Comnies."I asked how he would evaluate the effectiveness of PUMAR. 
He said, "It depends, of course, on what criteria you use. Ourmedical care is only fair and the cost is high. However, our community development aspect is very successful. As lar as Washington
is concerned, PUMAR's success is measured by the degree the little
people in the rural areas gain a knowledge of what the Alliance forProgress means. To them the Alliance is the jeep they see!" 

However, I received" ayoung u.anetr.c..h'official, oppposc AntonioNicaragueceive('. . D. Cntdn,
i" Dr Jo0 Antonio Cant: a ohns Hcakins graduae who heads PUMA. for te whole coun

try, and Sefiora Ortega de Castillo, who is in charge of PUMARnurses. Both of them said categorically that community develop

ment (and, to a lesser extent, the itinerant doctors) is side issue.a 

main objective, they emphasized, is to construct a
in each village.th health center 

i ahvlae 
r

differing objectives made my job of evaluating the program difficult. Which to study? The building of health centers?
 
The medical care? The community development? The visibilityTh m e iccare? t commu nt deel o n? Te sibilityobean to feel as confused as an on
looker at a fast-movin se. 

ASKED Gardeia to recommend a mobile zr-m for me to
"sit, he was emphatic in saying I should visit that of Dr. Augustin
Brenes Bojorge, who had just been named Nicaragua's "Doctor ofthe Year." Brenes' unit was the best of the lot, Gardella said. 

http:village.th
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.il. .11-T rears o] Hard Vok I.. 

a wide place in the road for 250 families and more destitute anti
dusty than Nancimi-proved to be delightful because of the doctor 
and the nurse. Dr. Jos6e Ram6n Carvallo, a country-type doctor 
seventy-two ears old, was accompanied by Nurse Sylvia Hurtado,who was as warmly sincere as the doctor. They were both in agree-ment that health customs had improved in La Orilla since PUMAR 
began. They mentioned as examples: some seventy-five cement 
latrines have been built, mothers now cover the nipples of baby
bottles to keep them from flies and the danger of typhoid, and 
fruit is washed before it is eaten. 

However, I found the results of community development justas elusive here as in Nancimi. The town did indeed have a health 
center, a small building with a tile floor. The center had cost $420, 

ii suhi h0a 
a sum Which had been paid, I was told, entirely out of the fundsaccumulated through the 28e fees. But the center had developed a 

leaky roof and it was clearly not the sort of building where a govern-
ment could locate a permanent staff,.uligi

The town's hadfot docto visitudevelopment committee had not met in fourmoth. Nowsdeomn committeemebraso 
months. No committee member was on hand for the doctor's visit, 
nor was the sanitation inspector there,.ereha 

aAgain, w ld g U arnings, hadthe community well, dug w PUMAR eirthen o muDt it A 

a broken AID-supplied pump. It had remained unrepaired for 
three months, due to the lack of money or interest or both. Each 
family had its own bucket and rope because a bucket and rope left 

athe well "wotuld be'stolen.'' 
Nurse Hurtado raled tthe 

tthe lack of spirit among the villagers:
N urse'Iurtado ra
"There is no sense of cooperation here, no community vigor," she
said. "Always petty fights between families. They get mad at eachother even when a chicken comes over the fence. Here there is no 
soul. There is nothing." 

The doctor attended twenty-eight patients. This was three 
more than the twenty-five which he said was his average per visit,

The last village visited was Veracruz, population 678. Since it 
is only some ten miles from the capital, it is scarcely an isolated 
hamlet. Geographically it is in an ideal position to receive close
PUMAR supervision and the town has telephone service. 

From PUMAR records at headquarters I had iearned that the
development committee Veracruzin was considered to be one of 
the most effective. I drove out to see its accomplishments rather
than watch a visiting doctor in action. PUMAR funds, it was 

officially claimed, had built a ten-kilometer connecting road to the 
ad, itturned out, is only six kilometers long 

ai, according to Sefiora Gregoria (e Perca who had beer a meye
ber of tie local committee for almost six years, no PUMA money

t
1e isito pulict n 

i visited the public well in VracruzPUMAR officials had told me it because in !anaguahad been dug with PUMARsavings. But here in Veracruz the people were unaware that 
PUMAR had been a factor. They told me the central government 
had lug the well and installed the small electric pump and watertank. The valve had broken three months earlier and had not b2en 
repaired or replaced.
 

One Veracruz accomplishment listed at the Managua PUMAR 
headquarters was the installation of electricity. However, a former 

It money had been used. Rather, 
comthe mgovernmentittee memberhadsaidpaidnoforPUit,NIAandR theonlocaly h villagersd b tihadd. helpedere R t by digging holes for the poles. Twenty-six houses now had electric

ity. 
on eePMRhdide center,But, marvelous to see, Veracruz had a beautiful healthby far the finest building in town. Here PUMAR had indeed 

accomplished something-or was it a bureaucratic mirage Just how 
ooe $0 fro AIobidi.Nweenthe construction had been financed was confusing. The village, I

learned, had borowed $1,90 from AID w.build it. Now everyone 
locally seemed preoccupied with the $14 which had to be squeezed 
out monthly to pay ofl the loan. The PUMAR fees for medical 
consultations barel covered this sum. Thus there would be nothing
 

of,-te me ni e hleft over for any other community project until this long-term loan 
s,'ulh run ;ts -r '- ten years off. In the m ean , the 
center itself could become a white clephant since the government 
now had no plans to staff it permanently.

Maybe i am overly critica. The construction of health centers 
is, after all, one of the announced goals of PUMAR. Therefore I 
suppose the center at Veracruz can be tabulated legitimately a 
success, even though it is used irregularly. For my Veracruz story, 
none of this is really pertinent. I went there to visit What I had 
been assured was an effective development committee in action. 
The town's location, as well as the probability of strong supervisory 
suppo-t from the cap:-a:. made me conclude that 1_a community
development committee could work anywhere. Veracruz must be
the place. Alas I found the co-mmittee had functioned well until 

had overextended i:-sef by bcrrowng tha- S1.190 [tom ATD. The
debt and the obligation to pay it off had been too much..Now there 

was no committee.
PUMAR,which looked so beautifully simple on paper when it 



was set up in 1963, is, in fact, a highly complex organization. Thus
it can be publicized in a variety of ways as the need arises or as 
officials wish to justify their own work while ignoring other partsof the organization. On the one hand, it is a straightforward medical 
program; on the other, it is a rather amorphous community devel-
opment program for which the goals have not been clearly defined. 
There is also, like a halo floating over all, the desire to train back-
ward villagers for "democracy"-itself a vague term. 

The main link tying the parts of PUMAR together is not the
itinerant doctor, not the officials in Managua, but the sanitation
inspectors living in the villages. 


Originally it may have 
 seemed these inspectors were to be
rather unimportant cogs in the wheel. In retrospect, it is now evi-
dent that the failure to create an effective corps of inspectors has
had a disastrous effect on PUMAR. The inspector was assigned an 
enormous and complex job. He was told to 	develop a democratic
institution where none had existed previously, to encourage respon, 
sible leaders to come to the fore, and to show them how to run for 
election and serve on village committees. Yet the inspector is not a local person but one brought in for a two-year assignment fromanother town, often the capital. In a dull, apathetic, forlorn village
(often no more than a few scattered houses), he must show the 
wisdom of Solomon if he is to bring success to programs, the goals 

of which even its own officials cannot determine. Meanwhile, ol 
course, ohe as atavoidcourse, hehommust avoid the petty Jealousies of these alien peopleamong hehas been cast. "gtig 

in guiding the local people through the embryo stage of democracy, 
calls for him to 

Ti e next step, assuming this Solomon has indeed succeeded 
fade gently into the background as the new local 

leaders take over all phases of the operation. Yet he is expected to 
rean enough influence tous make sures fundshe gweeateretainto 	 make sure he funds generated byPUMAR will be voted by the local committee into useful projects.Although these are important responsibilities, one can quickly seethat only a few hours a month of actual work are thus involved.

In addition he 	has the job, once every two weeks, of making sure
the patients are lined up ready fcr the docor's visit. Also he must 
be able to give injections himself, as he is the only medicai" person 

living in the village. The real curse of this job must be the deadly 
nywhe re, he 

paran a ble to oschave seldom encountered any 
aragonsti r bring off suc an assignment. onder the 

conscripted sanitation inspectors were not up to It. In Lact 

C-

IIIy person smart enough to handle tl-e inspector's complex role 
;nd temperamentally and emotionally dedicated to his work would 
ahcady have found a fine, worthwhile job elsewhere.In Managua PUMAR officials admitted that village committees 
,atlicr frequently spent their development savings on such un

ecoloim1ic projects as repairing the local church or building a wall 
around the cemetery. Although clearly this was what the villager.
themselves wanted, excuses had to be found for such "mistakes." 
Often the Nicaraguan officials put the blame on AID. They said 
All) had changed the rules in midstream. As long as AID gaveextra money to the villages to supplement the funds derived from
the patients' 280 fees (an AID contribution not mentioned to m(i Washingto), the village committees did, in fact, push genuir 
development projects. shortlyBut before my visit AID hat
changed its policy to one of lending the money. The result, tht
Nicaraguan officials self-righteously alleged, was that the villager
lost interest in PUMAR-inspired democracy as soon as they had t( 
assess increased taxes to repay the loans. 

\t1AT is the present status of PUMAR in Nicaragua? Seiior.Ortega de astillo, head of the nurses, stated that the number o 
a dtienttreated ear since 1966.s by PUMAR has fallen every 


paints treated by PUMARfe ore earste 1966.
 

Milciades, Chdvez, head of PUMARattributed simply the fact people airagua, the decrease toor the easternthathalf of Nicl 
t...t~ .. ie o 

T l n x se'getting .l..thi not substani-ated by anyone else wit 
-an 


whom I talked.
In the end I decided the decrease in the number of patien 
treated was due to declining efficiency. In part, this was caused bcause the jeeps 	and were nt , this w B 

ahe continually breaking down. Bi.most significant of all, PUMAR is on the wane because local e: 
thusiasm and support for the program are fading.

Perhaps this is so because of the collapse of the concept
PUMAR as a 	 But whatchannel for community development.

community development? The ,term is bandied about
Yet everyone seems own meaning. as if wekew. 	 to have his For instan 

the electricity brought into the village of Veracruz is used for su, 
things as television, radios, and refrigerators. In my opinion, tl 

ec trcc76y:s a lux ury ra:- er th a o f co m mu n it s e~ess t = example 

development because it does not further anv form of econom ic c 
deavor. Yet the advocates of electrification, whose number is legi. 
in the development profession, will sncerely claim the Veracr 



electricity is a valid and successful example of community develop-
m Others say any simple agreement on singlea program by avillage is development. They wouldtruestory tomean thus consider the followingTe ou hus der t followingtrue A friend of mine has

soyto be anexample of community development at its best.a vacation home in a small, somewhatisolated village in southeast Mexico. The has watertown littleand the people have few opportunities to bathe; during churchservices the air becomes rank. Thus my church-going friend decided 
to help the community. He told the mayor he would pay to builda bathhouse if the village would donate the land. The mayorthanked him for the offer but said he could not accept without first 
discussincit with his community committee. He explained, "I ama democratic mayor. Please give ten claysus to talk it over."In ten days the mayor reported, "The town is very grateful foryour generosity. It is true we have been without a bathhouse for 
generations. But in reviewing all our village's needsignore our reputation we cannotin the valley. During holidays we have to 
hire a band from a neighboring town for our fiestas. It is bad to 
have the reputation of being so poor we have no band. And so,"the mayor concluded, "we would like to ask that instead of building 
us a bathhouse, would you please buy the instruments for a brass
band?" 

WHEN RAGNAR ARNESON, AID mission director in Nicaragua, told me PUMAR has "stimulated a sense of hope in the communities,"my reaction was that mere stimulation, after six years' effort, would
be a strong condemnation 
of this project of community develop-ment. 


In Washington and Nicaragua I was 
told new AID money wasgoing into PUMAR because it was an ideal vehicle on which to 
piggyback a population control program-the sort of effort Congressis now insisting AID must support.

madeclaimedprimaily millionbecause Therefore officials have quickly
the $2 loan for Nicaragua's PUMARof te need to support local was beingfamily planning efforts. l f 

This concept sounds meretricious. Where could the money be 
better spent than in Nicaragua? The population gzrowth s afrightening ! percent higher annually than food production. How 
could AID money be better spent than in family planning?of Managua's hospital beds are occupied by 

Half 
women suffering ccm-

plications from illegal abortions. Robcrto Casrillo Quant, Nicara
gua's vice-minister of public health, told me there are two to three
abortions for every live birth.I discussed the implications of these figures with Dr. Carlos H. 
Ganales, Nicaragua'siaau' ietrgnrlodirector of public
Cnls general ulchatwoihealth, whocharged with the supervision and planning of PUMAR. 

is 
Hangingoi his office walls were maps identifying the placement of newmobile units and heath centers to be funded by the new AID loan. 

CANALES: They will offer maternity and infant care; familyT ernan L 

planning; 
 instruction in nutrition, personal hygiene, sanitation,
other types oi health education, and in prevention of polio and parasite infections; treatment of epidemic tuberculosis, typhoid, andmeasles; malaria control; convalescent care; and general medical
attention. 

PADDOCK: And the new mobile health units will offer more or 
less the same thing? 

CANALES: That's right.
PADDOCK: What percentage of time will these new health cen

ters and mobile units gve to family planning? 
CANALES (Puzzled look). 
PADDOCK (Rephrasing question): Would you say 25 percent oftime and money will go into family planning? 
CANAL7S: No, it would be much less than that. 
PADDOC.K: 10 percent?
CANALES: I would say it would be less. 
PADDOCK: Would you say 5 percent?
CANALES: No, it would be somewhat less. 
PADDOCK: Would you say about 2 percent of the funds wouldbe spent on family planing 
CANArEs: Yes, I think that is about right. 

But I would say that even 2 percent is a bit high. The reasonfor my skepticism is that Gardella, the U.S. public health advisoron the scene. told me bluntly that doctors working with the mobile 

health units dc not have time :o become invo-vcd with family plan
n -i. 

this, as in other 7vs.regard PUMAR -asa c.lassic story of
bu:Caucracy. The reality out there, in the field, is so completely atodds with the representation here, at the home office. PUMAR be
gan merely as a president's desire to have a fast impact program 



showing something that would back up his perhaps too-fast rhetoric. 
It was conceived and set up within a couple of weeks as a health 
program, then, apparently as an afterthought, combined with the 
job of stimulating democracy through community development,
and then with the building of health centers. Now, so it is an-
nounced, PUMAR takes on another job-family planning-for no 
reason other than it is the presently fashionable catch phrase needed 
to persuade Congress to expand the program with another $2 mil
lion loan. 

It makes AID sound like a sort of shell game. 
Mysteriously the pea rolls from under one shell, representing 

one publicized development goal, to another which catches public
attention, and then to another and another. The eyes of the on-
looker become confused. 

Where is AID? Where is development? Under which shell? 
Maybe it is not under any of them. 

[ 5]
 

Conclusions: A "Miracle Drug"
 

PUMAR, EXPERIMENT STA'nONS, supervised credit, and the others 
are small parts of a gigantic U.S. foreign aid program. Up to this 
writing, the program, excluding military aid, has cost approxi
m;,tely $150 billion.' 

Why and how did the United States get into foreign aid in 
the first place? What was it meant to accomplish? How did it 
evolve into such a huge, worldwide operation? 

Like most mammoth bureaucratic institutions, its origins were 
humble. How very humble only a few realize. It began with 
S80,00 and six U.S. technicians back in 1941 on Lhe eve of Pearl 
Harbor. The U.S. government had suddenly realized the need to 
cement relations solidly with Latin America where sympathies 
were often strong for the German Nazis. Also the United States, 
threatened by Japan in Southeast Asia, looked to Latin America 
as the only easy alternate source for cinchona (for malaria), rubber 
and abaca (for naval rope), and other essentials such as tin. To 
protect these interests Nelson Rockefeller, then coordinator of 
Inter-American Affairs in the State Department, proposed (with 
Secretary Cordell Hull's support) an appropriation of $80,000 to 
pay the salaries and expenses of a half-dozen or so American experts
to assist Latin American countries in health, agriculture, and other 
projects. When Congressman Thomas McMillan, chairman of the 
State, Commerce and Labor subcommittee, saw the request he in
structed Jack McFall (whose story i am repeating here)- to inform 
Secretary Hull the item had not the slightest chance of passage.
In 1941 the idea of paying experts to work for the benefit of foreign
countries with U.S. government funds was too rez'olutionary for 
McMillan to swallow. 

When McFall reported this to Hull, the secretary asked him 
whether he personally thought anything could be done to change 

51 



Appendix B - The Exportability of the "Barefoot Doctor"
 

Much publicity has recently been given to the health programs in
 
the People's Republic of China - especially in their use of
 
rural healti workers or "barefoot doctors". The attached
 
article discusses some of the cultural, political and practical
 
constraints to the replication of the Chinese health system in
 
Iran and points out the importance of adapting a method of
 
health delivery to the specific sets of conditions in a country.
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Medical Alliance The few 	 physicians who have not migrated towealthier countries prefer to live in large cities, wheresocial and 'ducat1ional opportuiities for their tarmiliesare much betterS TYE CHINESE 	 than ii rural arm'as2 Health"BAREFOOT 	 careDOCTOR" for the rural majorityEXPORTABLE 	 must rely on some kindTO RURAL IRAN? 	 ofauxiliary health worker, since the alternativeHUSSAIN 	 of pro-A. RONAGHY 	
ducing large numbers of physicianis and creating viableSTEVEN SOLTER working conditions forpartment of them in rural areas would be 

School
Community Medicine, Pahlavi University prohibitively expensive,of Medicine, Shiraz, Iran if it were, indeed, possible.'A question that has repeatedly arisen in the mindsINCE the late 1960s 	 of foreign observers is,a great deal of information 	 To what extent is the Chineseaccumulated concerning the 	

barefoot-doctor concept exportable to other countries?" peasant or" " bare- Some observerst 	 have noteddoctors of China. Most of this 	 that the barefoot doctorsinformation areoriginated from foreign observers who have visited 
riot very different from paramedical workers

iumber of rural health workers 	
already on the job in other countries.throughout 	 But most recentChina visitorsrecorded 	 to China have beentheir impressions. Relatively 	 strick by the inciediblescant enthusiasm and ideological zeal of the barefoot doctor)rmation has been provided by the-Chinese them- -- something which they had never observed in other!es,and this has consisted mostly of data regardingnumbers which have so 	 countries.far been trained. Certainures characteristic 	 Obviously, the barefoot doctor must beof the barefoot doctor system 	 seen in the 

e emerged: 	 entire context of Chinese culture and recent Chinesehistory.
The barefoot 	 He could never be "exported" without thedoctor is chosen by his productionaccording to his proven 	 supporting institutional and socialwillingnes.s to "serve 	 structures beingthe exportedle " in a totally unselfish way. Intelligence and 

with him. If the barefoot doctor ferventlygy 	 and sincerely desiresare also important criteria, but level 	 to "serve the people "I it isof forma2.ation (beyond a ceztain literacy) plays no part 	
be':ause of the cultural context of his commune (and

tion process.. 2 in the 	 the reinforcement of his attitude) rather than a chromo..somal uniqueness on hisTraining of 	 parr.the barefoot doctor•y and practice, 	 closely c.mbinesso that short didactic periods are IDEOLOGICALwed by practical experience in the village. 	 AND CULTURAL DIFFERENCESIn this BEWEENthe barefoot doctor is continually applying 	 IRAN AND CHINA
mation to 	 new Fe we n Iran a ve benspecific villege problems. Training takes
entirely in the rural areas, with constant supervision 

or the past year we in Iran have been most inter
iysicians and nurses.1-3 	 ested in exploring this question of the "exportability"of the Chinese barefoot doctor.The barefoot doctor continues his normal occupation 	 At Pahlavi Universitylly 	 in Shiraz wethat of a rice cuttivator) while performing 	 have been training health workers veryhis similar to:al and public-health tasks. 	 the barefoot doctor and haveHe is given no 	 encounteredsalary cultural andiominal one, but is often reimbursed by the production 	
political dynamics which we neverexpected and which differ strikingly from the Chinesefor his time away from cultivation.2 experen csThe Chinese proTramme emphasises disease preven- The department of community medicine at Pahlavind health education as the primaryt doctor. Screening function of theall patients and treating only Theiertment ofUniversity School of Medicine, Shiraz, Iran, has been 

c nit micineatwith minor problems is also 	 havian essential componentir job.12 	 training two kinds of health workers for rural Iran.Continuing education 	 One of these is the villageand constant supervision man 	
health worker (v.ir.w.), aor woman chosenby telephone) are of paramount importance in main-	 from a village and trainedstandards of quality 	 for 6 morths in basic preventive and curativein their job performance, 	 healthcare.ility is maintained 	 Tin both the training and the 

other type of health worker is the middlelevel heLth worker (M.t.H.W.),scription of the barefoot doctor. The instructional 	 Who is trained for 2-4!I for barefoot doctors 	 e ars a nd wo e s h e e ho s utr vior anddiffers from region to region,ing 	 teacher of the V.H.W.on the relative importance of differentregion. Also the length of diseasestraining, salary, and A major share,f skill attained can 	 of rural healthvary from commune to corn-	 care in Iran is ataccording 	 present provided by
t 

to the various needs and resources of the 	 the Health Corps. Physicians" 	 who have completed internship must servene.	 18 monthsfhe most remarked upon and 	
in the Health Corps in a rural areathe unique feature 	 as part of theirsystem is the ideological zeal shown by the barefoot 
military service. 
55 

The Health Corps station at Kavar,Seemingly, total devotion to the health 
km. south of Shiraz, was chosen as the trainingof his centreproduction team, without 	 for the first group of v.-i.w.s. TheI gain, 	 thought of personal Corps station at Kavar was Healthhas been observed frequently throughout staffed by one M.D. and

'' wo aides (both high-school stadbye" o a des b ot hig -sc ool gradt:at s) Mandand served 
reasons the Chinese have had as the only sourceto rely on bare-	 of modern medicalfifty surrounding villages with care for abouta total)ctors for hcalth-care delivery to rural areas 	

population of
ecisely the saree 	 more than 20,000.as those prompting
lirig other 	 An important principlecountries to ttain 	 of recruitmentrural health workers, beginning 	 from the
:hour the developing 	 was that the villagers should asworld the greater part possible choose their own health worker. 

much as 
Fopulation is rural, living in 	 This turnedscattered villages, out to be extremely difficult in practice. We visited 

Best Availahle Document
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each of about forty villages surrounding Kavar, and 
in 	every instance we met with the village headman 
or 	the head of the village council. We asked their 
UJ:iwn rx;J dirg .tio ::rjte in theirw ;c:.I,oc 
%l[LigC ,w'!d mae a good v.ii.w. We soon diacovered 
that, in many instances, as soon as the village headman 
realised that this V.H.W. was potentially an important 
person, the son or brother of the village headman 
(or even the headman himself) was chosen. There 
seemed to be no more democratic alternative available; 
given a free choice the village power structure almost 
invariably chose one of its own members, or a close 
relative, 

Another cultural barrier to recruitment soon be-
came apparent. We were interested in selecting 
women, for two reasons. Firstly, women play an 
essential part in maternal and child health and family 
planning, particularly in a culture where men are 
proscribed from participation in the delivery of babies, 
Secondly, since this was a pilot project, we wanted 
as 	 great a variety of health workers as possible 
(including such variables as age, status in the village, 
education, and sex) in order to find out what kind 
of person makes the best health worker in an Iranian 
village. It soon became obvious that we would have 
a hard time in recruiting village women-the reason 
being simply that the brothers and husbands and 
fathers of the few literate village women were not 
going to let them out of the village for training, and 
hence out of their control. Eventually, however, we 
were able to recruit 4 women out of a total of 16 
volunteers. 

Already at the stage of recruitment, then, we see 
major differences between the Iranian and Chinese 
experience. In Iran, despite considerable changes in 
village social structure since the Land Reform of 
1962-66, there is great difficulty in having the village 
use any criteria other than a person's blood-
relationship to the 6lite, in the choosing of a barefoot 
doctor. Also, the " liberation" of Iranian women has 
been limited so far mostl' to cities; the village women 
are still objects controlled by their menfolk, 

It is difficult to compare the Chinese and Iranian 
selection procedures for barefoot doctors. The 
Chinese stress collective decision-making and 
emphasise the importance of personal qualities--
particularly unselfishness, dedication to the welfare 
of the group, and ideological acceptability. Our 
method in Iran stressed decision-making by the pre-
existing 6lite, who demonstrated loyalty to close 
relatives. One cannot easily generalise from this 
limited experience. Iranians are a highly individual-
istic people with a limited history of cooperative
enterprise. whereas the Chinese have long historya 
of close cooperation (such as in irrigation works) 
made imperative by the intense crowding in the great
river valleys. 6.7 

The training of our v.n.w.s ilso introduced a num-
ber of unexpected difficulties. For one thing, the 
"integration of theory and practice " proved to be 
no easy matter. The Iranian educational system 
emphasises memorisation, and our V.H.W.s devoured 
the 260-page " textbook " we had prepared for them. 
We had expected them to absorb the material n 5 
months; instead they memorised the entire text in 
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5 weeks. The "practical work " that they particularly
favoured was curative medicine, in the course of which 
they actually rn-.de diasno:,es :uid pr:-cribed dru~s. 
Tle " .::.d ): .!r
prvet'.tve" cduca'Im")l 'uct 
work (which we always stressed was of cruck'i im
portance) elicited less enthusiasm. The quesion 
raised by their avidity for memorisation was this: 
Should written, memorisable material be pr-sented 
at all? For us the evidence indicated tha. having some 
material to digest made them very comfortable, since 
it was compatible with their previous school ex
perience and it generate d self-confidence. This 
material should be limited, however, since the 
emphasis in training is on practical skills arplicable 
to the village environment, and these skills must be 
acquired primarily by field experience. 

It was when the V.H.w.s completed their 6-month 
training course and returned to their respective 
villages that the differences between the Chinese and 
Iranian cultural context became obvious. 

One of the v.ti.w.s was the brother of the village head
man, but there existed in his village a rival faction with 
a rival headman. The rival faction insisted that the 
v.H.w. would poison them by giving the wrong drugs 
in the wrong dosages. The v.H.w. became so infuriated 
by this accusation that we felt it likely that he would in 
fact do somrething similar to what he was accused of.*A second village was likewise split by two factions thatcould not agree on the V.H.W. The candidate belonged 
to the majority faction, but the minority faction was 
politically powerful. Chinese villages must also have 
factions (perhaps manifested by ideological differences 
masking more personal division), but there are no reports 
of such strife in Chinese villages over the appointment 
of a barefoot doctor. The intense individualism of Iranian 
village leaders renders any effective village collective 
decision-making or even consensus almost impossible. 

It is too soon to be sure, but apparently the 
V.H.W.s who returned to their own villages were less 
well received, on the whole, than the V.H.W.S going 
to villages where they had never lived. Of the 16 
V.H.W.s trained in our first group, 8 were in each 
category. Those with the greatest difficulty in be
coming accepted are those who are well known to 
the village and who belong to a faction (or, at any 
rate, to a famiLy) with recognisable intrinsic vices 
and virtues. Chinese barefoot doctors are believed 
always to return to their own communities. No 
information is available concerning any consequent 
psychological dislocations in these villages. 

Many additional problems confront the v.H.w. 
when he works in an Iranian village, and many of 
these are either unique to Iran or rare in the Chinese 
village. 

They can be divided into the following categories: 
A. 	 Problems associated with folk-medical assumptions of 

villagers. These include, for instance, the widespread 
belief that only injections (rather than tablets, syrups, 
or capsules) are effective-and the more painful the 
better. Another assumption is the belief in the 
dichotomy of foods and drugs into "hot" and "cold" 

Finally, when far'e wvith the prospect of having no v.H.w. 
in their villa, the rival faction gave a written promise 
to the Healtd Corps station in Kavar that they would 
cooperate WiL'the v.ai.w. is the v.ii.w. and cease their accusations;now working in the village with cooperation
from all parties involved. 
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a historical legacy of the Grrok humoral theory
d the Hippocratic-Galenic tradition.8 

,'-!.-m';;Otiatedwith the ,organisation and jelivery 
"" Ci'2, rur.tl O:e relateh:n. nroble 

I': :.lULii il it:.il ,Ihn care, particularly the 
au,:ity of physicians for referral or supervision. 

oblems associated with village social structure, 
he ditficulties with rival factions are in this 
tegory. Also, personality characteristics of the 
.n.w. (such as the desire to move up from village 

city, and concern with status, particularly the 
coutrements of the physician, such as white coat, 
ethoscope, and hypodermic syringes) are important 
ctors influencing his or her effectiveness. 

CONCLUSION 

the basis of our limited experience in Iran, 
elieve that the Chinese barefoot doctor is not 
transplantable to Iranian soil, and that auxiliary 
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MANIPULATTNG THE PATIENT 

DMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
HYSICIAN AN]) CHIROPRACTOR CARE 
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epartment of Family and Community Medicine, 
rsity of Utah College of Medicine, Salt Lake City, 
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Patients identified through Workmen's ,nmary Compensation records as having been 

*d for back or spinal problems by a chiropractor 
or a physician (110) were interviewed to deter-their functional status before and after the 

±nt and their satisfaction with the care received, 
"msof both the patients' perception of improve-

in functional status and patient satisfaction, 
hiropractors appear to have been as effective 
the patients they treated as were th. physicians. 
two groups of patients were not significantly 
-nt with regard to age, sex, race, education, 
il status, income, hypochondria, or attitudes 

the medical profession in general, 

INTRODUCTION 
medical profession's disdain for chiropractic 

isted since the first emergence of the practice 
end of the nineteenth century. None the less, 

ublic turns to chiropractors for assistance in 
more substantial numbers. Kuby Cites two 


s from the mid-1950s which suggest that 5-7% 
families surveyed had consulted a chiropractor 
the previous year. Over 160,- of the respon-

expressed a willingness to use such a pracu-

pite the opposition of organised medicine, 
ractors arc now eligible for reimbursement 
M-edicare as a result of PL 92-603. Ballantine 
:nts the position of many physicians 2: 
ie inclusion of chiropractic in any health care 

training in Iran must take into account the realities 
of the rural situation. There is a great deal of latent 

idealism and c::er,,y in the young Iranian villager. 
"That idcah!xLr ca be tapped in c=r:an :idviduals, 
It.,tutil villag S a;laciCVe 11101.- L,.1ncns5us and 
stability the fantasy of the Iranian barefoot doctor 

will not become reality. 

This work is supported by a grant from the International 
Development Research Centre, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
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program, public or private, is not in the public interest.There is no reason to believe that further studies of chiro
practic would bring forth new facts to negate the findings 
previously published by knowledgeable investigators of 
unquestionable integrity."

Ironically, there is a scarcity of scientific data 
on the validity of chiropractic theory or the effective
ness of chiropractic therapy. The first experimental 
study of the basis for the theory of vertebral manipula
tion to be published in a recognised scientific journal 
appeared in 1973.1 However, the public continues 
to find solace in the services ofiered by these practi
tioners, as evidenced by the continued use of their 
services. In recognition of this public support andprompted by the current medical furore over the Medicare regulations, we felt it appropriate to attempt an 

evaluation of the effectiveness of chiropractic treat
ment, regardless of the theoretical validity of themereadssoth tertilvldtyote
methods. If chiropractors are able to improve their 
patients' functional levels, as judged by the patients 
themselves, this evidence would be a first step in 
bringing factual data and rational discussion to an 
overheated subject. 

.METHODS 
To establish our sample, we reviewed all claims of the 

Utah State Insurance Fund (Workmen's Compensation) 
between July and December, 1972, to identify neck and 
back injuries (table I). From these, those patients living 
within an hour's travelling time from the university were 
listed. Workmen's Compensation permits the injured 
worker to select his therapist from among physicians, 

TABLE I-UTAH STATE INSUR.NCE FUND WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
NECK AND BACK INJURIES, JULY-DECEMBER, 1972 

Statewide Target area 

M.D patents 482(60%) 336" (55%)D.C. patients 175 (22%) 147 t (2.11%)
0.o. patients ill (2%) 13 (2%)
Both (M.D.and c.) .. 47 (6%) 44 (3%) 
T 	 pe of practitioner con

suited not clear in records 77 (10%) 67 (11%) 

795(100,) 607 (100%) 

•145 randomly sampled for this study. 
t Included in study. 

~A 



Appendix C - India -
A Case Study of Health Center Effectiveness
 

Nowhere is the health center concept more established then in
India. 
 Over the past twenty years over 5,000 such centers have come

into being to serve the health needs of India's rural people.
 

The study reported on in the attached article addresses the question

of the effect that this massive health input has upon the health

and satisfaction of the people it 
serves. The results and conclusions
 
presented ar& essential reading for anyone interested in understanding

the problems and challenges of delivering health services to rural
 
people of the developing world,
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SPECIAL ARTICLES
 

Health Behaviour of Rural Populations 
Impact of Rural Health Services 

D Bancrji 

A study of the interaction between the health practices that are introdurced through the PHICs 

the powlilio can provide very valuable data for policyand the pre-existing health practices within 

(ormulation, planning and implementation of rural health services in the country.
 

This article presents the conclusions of a resea;:'h project undertaken to examine the nature 

and the current status of the interaction between the health pra,:tices introduced throu.h the PHCs 

and the pre-existing health practices in rural pop~allons in India. 

How far have the PHCs succeeded in inhflue utn, the ;'iual health clulture in India? 

IN tije past two decades an exten- A rvucarch project 'as Imiderlikt.i to te t l ttiiir ILttatII, )puIIlatio I SiZe 

sive network of over 5,000 primary xamint' the nature atnd tht. cuttn't and other sotia], cultural, ecomimic and 

health centrcs (l'liCs) - one for a statiis (if this interactitei biteen the dtfetiwtlhi characteristics. 

population of 80,000 to 100,000 - has I,'alth svilvicts that ;rt itiitCe hl1nidlrahllc attentiin was paid to 
been established to serve as a nucleus throug,h thte PliCs and tit, le-existing ;tIMithodlovical -appioach 

for providing some degree of integrated, health piactie:'s ill I iil p1q ilatins ill that k sleciall\ tailort'd for studying 
prevt'ntive and curativi' services to the Iidia: ht 1w far hav' ti 'll ( sticcttd- tht health ldh-,t iimr of' villagers (in
rnual popttlatim of India. In the ed in influencing the jtiral health cl1iniig their lhavitoi. in relation to 
coulre of time, with integration to culture in India? the I,1IC ser;vicls) atainst the back
various extents of programmes for mass irtind of the total village culture. The 
campaign against certain specific health DEsIGN Or 'Il: StunsD fit'Ihl \\olk was started in May 1972. 
ploblletus, such as inalaria, sinallpox, In order to get fIta oti health be- Ilesearch investirators lived in these 
leprosy, trachoma and filaria, and rapid liaviour under relatively more lavotirale villages for 3 5 noiths (depending on 
pipulation growth, there has beer con- conditions, a deliberate effort was made thv siz.) mid made special effolts to 
s~derabhl expanision of the activitius of to select, in the first inst'.ice, PlCis and get twiilsiives accepted 11v all tie 
theso. prinrary health centres. A study villages which are 1m1chabove tile aw- st.gl ,1thts of tile village cilmlnity. 
of the interaction between the health rave. Of the 13 villages in which tile At tart fritn cllecting data through 
practices that are introduced through depth study has been tm lttetl, 7 are village inftriants - panchavat rncn
the 1l[Cs and the pre-existing health not only the headwiarter villages if the be., stiimo teachers and other formal 
practices within the population can IllCs, serving a bick of bet tindO ae and inlllt villit' ltadtrs - tihe in
provide'very valuable fata for policy 2001 vilig's within a rai lii s of 30-50 vt'stigathrs identified ilforailalats anid 
formnlation, pla~ining -,laid iipih'iieita- kis, iut they art' also tle t Ifal ,iilts S01lt' "Ordi-Iy" members front each 
tion of riral health services iii the for political, social, ,'licatiollal anti Segiment If tle villae coin 1itv and 
country. 	 ecanlic activities of the blick. TheIl- madc ibsrvt-itilns aml co(lhtiicttd dlepth 

Anthropilogically, the activities of 'a retnaining 6 villages are -also above the interviews 'o 11u'drstand tile health 
primary health centre represent a Pur- average for the blocks, iein situated cultinrl f til. village agaimst the back
posive itervention to change for tii( b-twecn 5-10 kils away from tiii IllC, grotd of its tot'al culture. They also 
etht.r soille aspects of the pre-existiltg with goqd transport liuks with it. Tle prepared case. reporIs to provide a 
health culture if a colnmutnity. 'The selectetl blocks, iin ttnm. are aniltig the dleeper iiisi lltji( tie response of tile 
health ctlttire of a community is a better blocks of tht. district aitd the diff'retit segments to health problems in 
mi111ent of its overall culture, which districts aio aniong the better districts tile fiels of medical care, family 

responim to a variety o1 social, econo- of the state. The states chtsen - planning, itrinal atld child health, 
nic, political aid techtnological forces. Kartatak-, (2 PIICs), lajasthan (1 IcoInInitiCle diseases, enviromnental 
Among other factors, the health culture PC), Uttar Pradtesh (2 PIICs) mid sitDitation. etc. Their stay in the villages
of a communiiity is formed by : \Vest Bengal (2 PloCs) - are frt ;tl alhid tw ino make d rvct obser

(;I) 	 the cultural ineaniig of health fllur r( gions of the cotliltry. I atcr on atiio, F.llowed by deph intirviews, 
proIlls; the findings from these four states were I the ',ctital b'havimtlr of tie villagers

(h) 	 cuin ii lative health practicf;:, criss-checked at the stuate level with six wi no till V ctito(tiltlid cerlail specific 
derivd ifrom various s)'stCtnis Of ilier states - Andhra P'raticsi. Bilar, healtlh liiitlinis. Thy tuild als tilSli], 
i in e, l(olli,.i renledics 'aid ( 
lioi-professional sources, that 'are Cijarat, Kerala, Maharashtra th interatiin tit( peranid Tainl C ItelIl PIC 

acrtird li the commimitY iis Nadul - ill all covedlilig 77.8 per cemlit sotiliti l tle \'illitztts, both
1 

whein tle 
itq social inheritance; of tie iptilt ill If tile cmtlllirv. fiirll visiteti Illl, vilbiee amitwieti tile 

(c) 	 difFusiitn (if health practices The s.i d P1llCs are alitltive villigit visited til I11( . Apat I1Ii ritni Otiie; 

(d) 	 active efforts topacquire health average: the'y had i poi itl) ,il tlie titim efttrts tI eisilre Ilat ii-illtdti 
prlctic s from outside illid relevailt saiictitilli'd staff; thtw IIl aisil ,ltaljhitivl, dta wir' ollbtiiieti froii all 

() clilltural bill1vaitiOlis by the all wll vsti-ilisbiedi P Ir. irividiig till, stviteliits iif te Wll villitlei 	 V"M11l
cuiIrent ge eratio t oI I 00OiIJ 'it e 
ellctively deal with tue prevail- s'rvices to the villages ht. 1 .years (Jr iiiilint they wlt ts ii as h 
ilig health problesns, li're. Also, they tire iit atpi cal in ci t.k .d anld cii .5-cthecked, i quainlita
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live tliIII('tlsilo %%as givn to sle of the(, live data - saniplijw.'. t,hitdub- (-lit.- Ili -etlitth xptns('s ati the t%\\ inojoir 

mailn qnoalitatiV' data by Ihaiing ili in- stniction, (levelplinient I ittelview tlistrainizig factoirs. 

,h chtiretl interview schedole on tilt! sitiatioil and ctlliicti'ti tile aitcIvi w; Oil tile wlhole, tle ti i ". ll p jl'its 

cross-check tlit (Iat. \\lit the a vtry' linflattiritlg it)t1z. I itti
basis of these qualitative data and ad- and (iv) 

the pititd Iie tljiprescent PuIC personnel, Prior field \%i ttiol 

ru.uhtilti samlple of tile village house- invcstigators uider\cot 'al tXti-jsive t(I, poor quality otf ittliteincs, (tt]\ red 

were included for training at thei .lC -f Social iack tt iit'(ljcitt. I V.c(- t wdiItg 

lioinislering. it to ia 2(0 per stratified 	 14 \k, ilt- agailist 

citie watt'r), 
long waiit, nelptilllt. IlI Iv ',id 

Ihls. 703 hlisutholds 

;ntclview thOh these schedules. Medicine and Clotllttit I lIalth ancl 

UiiiversitY Mshet ijdiderenit and often itole hch:tviimr ij1As all dtl(itditnal safeguard, after of the Jawaharlal Neli 

at Nrt. ('h',.r ges
icopletion f the field work in the these doctmients \%ei dici 'd tie stall olll . ofi till that 

villages of a iIC, some of the data length. The quality 	 of ti fit! I lwork I:av. het-a levil led aaiin t mtst otf the 

ii itoed by the disptinsariis. Gnuplaitts dibilit nedictoncerning the health behaviour o! the was also constantly 

coinnnunity were cross-checked by the author through exaliiilion ilt the ties and itver-crowdiig and ltng wait 

made even against the lest (f theid-,vstigators with the personnel of the weekly reports from each iivestigator are 

PlIC's. This interview also provided data and sending him/her led-hack instrc- lI[Cs studied. 

ctleerning tie activities of these per- tions, cross-checking f till,. findings lB('tcause of tile vt'iy p ttrl il al of 

stns. This cross-checking was extended among the investigattors, pritutlic assess- the IlilC dispensaiy aylli itk liliited 

tol the level of the concerned personnel nent meetings of the itivtstigators at capacity, it is unable t) satisify a very 

at the slate directirates of health servi- the Centre and on-the-slloti study of uibstantial prtoportiton I ti ih i atld of 

ces. Interview otf tie state level persotn- field work of all til(, investigattrs lyi the villagers for medi'alitl -,. services. 

nel was conducted by the author. Aln the author. This enortous uilet hllt ittd for 

social science medical care services is till' ilain uiitotiveadditional six states w,'re added to the Use of a wide rnge- itf 

original four states to examine how Far tools to study popuitia ns a orcc in tile crea tiin it ;1 V'i' largewhich 	 (I 

the findings froin thtse foiu r were also siubject it) a very willt. r.1zii. of so cial, iinl icr of the' so-talllt'd letg ist tred 

ap!lialhi to the other states. li all cultural, political, geographical, iconoi- Medical lPractitit l' s (I\ I Ps) or 

107 persons were interviewed at the state inic and epidemiological 'ariatiiis calls "quacks". The 1U.P Ile thus in 

level. All of them were asked a specific for an elaborate i 'i'ha isi for data tffect created as a vi's ilt i tilt, inability 

set if quiestilis which were foirmnl'ated analysis and their inte ipretatiin. It was, if the 1)I C dispenlsary vII- thei" qualifi

ol the basis of findiings at the village therefore, realised that pi'nding such ed medical practiti ter.s to It 'et the 

and 11(C levels. elatorate data analysis -. interpri- demiands for niedicil taic ct'lvic'es inmi 

Note has also been taken of the find- tation, a prelininary r-liort is prepared villages.
 

ings fronm other relevant studies con- oin the basis of a genel'.d cxaminatim Apart frot these. dciipendig on the 

ducted elsewhere, particularly from those of the data collected thus tar at the eci i1o(111c status of i tilt patit'll t and the 

tif Natioial Tuberculosis Institute, village, the PTIC and the statt, levels. gravity of his illness, villagvers seek help 
Ba gahire, Planning Research and Action including hand-sorting and had-t\alnla- from gilverinivnt aii(i ntl-gi lvernment 

Institute, Luckltw, National Institulte of tion of the quantitative data, tI present iiedival care agencies ii tile adjiinijg 

Hlealth Administration and Education, those outstanding findings which: (a) (tr eve l distant) towns ald cities. There 
Ntw Delhi and Rural lealth Research can tasily he singled it at the precsit aie sev'ial instances oit tanilies having 

Centre, Narangwal. These studies vari- state oft data analysis; (hi) ar ipplica- Ilen totally riined ii the prcess of 

etl widely in their objectives, research ile to a large section Ili Ile rural ij1p)- ilteting Iiidical .i, i' X'ensei for 

design, methods, dat-a collectioi aid latitai of Illdia; and (c) at(! ililiediately mnajor illness of the ieadwinner or of 
an alvsis aill interpretation of data. low- required for fornodatilg a more ratiioal lther famiily memnbrs. 
ever, broadly, they have tended to approach to the developilelt of the Theei are iulnerus instances of 
reinforce sonic of the main conclusions rural health services in India. adoiption of these healing practices. But 
of tile present study. These data have alread bvt'e 1l- ailil g th)se who sf [t'r Irnt major 

sented to the Union ministry oif l-alti illi'sses, tinly a very tiny fraction 

S'.ANOA.11ISINn or DATA and Fanily Planninig Coolo itt,.., of i jeferentially adlpt these practices, by 

COL.ECMION Utili'ation of Indoor Beds in PICs alnd positively rejectinig facilities of the 
of ineliciie which arelb'cogniising that the complex nature they were given dutl clsideration ill western systemn 

of the ltrobl in for this study Clls for a the course of its delibeatni Is. ii(re efficaciolus anld il i c easily 

new and a rather exacting iethodologi- available and accessible tio themt. 

cal approach, considerable efforts were Sot.sE SALIEN'T l"INIcs Usually these practices and hoilie re

miiatle to eiisure that collected into and (i) by sidethe data Taking account till. social ii nc1diis are adopted : side 

by 'Al the investigattrs are of a mini- ecbnmnic status of the people, th, Ipi_ wilh wvslern inedicio'; 0i) -iter western 

finil] acceptable uiaiility. Six investiga- deniology of health rlorblems aId tile Illedicie fail to givt' iIliefit:t (iii) wIlil 
tors were i'arefullv selected out o~f the nature of the health s' lvices ivailable, \11'5tA'Itl ledical si'tx' ti's Iit iot avail

large number of applicants. Apart from it is not surprising that pirhitlls of i1)ll. or atcessibli' tii th l due tih vailios 

prot(col, were , hy reastIs; itiia'tthe resoarch docuinents medical care shonli he a r thlii(. ,st and (iv) inst u l,l when 

s! !cially prepared to (i) describe the urgent concern anio1 thl, I.alth ptl- l. illness is of Illiltir llititlle. 

re,,aarch tools to lie ustd for tile sludy; Ileins in rural potlatiiii. Htt tlhe A 'ci sigiili:ilit findiil (,I* this 

(ii) give a detailed account of the pro- surprising finding is tlit lilt, lspit. . ti "tlld is that th. lat tih ill,innig pro
cedurt, for field work, incoding check- the inajor medical (i'tm. ilihlisi. very traniitc has ('ided Ii il inpioirt'gl all 

lists, explanatotry ,otes and an account Iilch in favour of the %%sitite (illopa- ittiagi' which is julst tile ilttitsite of 

(if tht. rural health prohlens in India thic) system of inliteltij.i., ijest,(,ji 1 itof %hit was actually illt'oli'tl. Ilnstead] of 

and job descriptioini of the persootel of social, ecolnolic, i ic( lipl.tlit lI1 itlll trojectin g all Ia;t. \hith re lIcts res
the PlIC; (iii) describe in details the regional consideratio. w\'avill.ilik.t if pcct for digni fit, t"ie intlividual 

promdthire for coilecting the quantita- such strvices and etatxil\ iltp.it.s 1h) Oti s-tal'ld e(mllell;tit, ;i Ill'trh viclh 
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(flh l, he . u'h.iic 4it I.l h..iid to 1114. vi...... .. . ait \hht llk lo kil.M 11 ill till 1.3 
1u'er, .1141 \dhil h vil,.H',. Ii.lhr I. lhl \1'l. . , sluliic.. 

, \ ItV - till' -Ii.i 4 I I;iili \.iili r vets signific.nt liding of
pIiii itiiki', it Iiiil .10,15 is hat ll i, 'i 11ii\ is th1 tOWi is t risirielale 
ol j',isiii..1 \\If" l,,l'' ,jial t i l 1 oled lrl whisivirs of the

o i I 1t 


kilhl. "I Ille-lifle 1.111 li 
 i . itIti I dic- A i.ilix N itse M id\\ ie (.\NM ) at tilt' 
l 4- 1, :' l ti It).m(4 I'l st(ittIrtl\ ti t hi i:.i I hihl-ihilh. VilILarris are keeii t)l ct hill\ h. I C. m ti l ltt hi'.'. ia .\-o .\l's s.ir%,i( es )eciisi thiey'

himid, '. lciimuikei, \\Ill) ivyk, pilk cr:'idi er to Itl mtie skilled than 
of uiiiiiilyliijt', vl1..1, IvsIhmakintz pallit- tit' trailitinal di. \Viiever the ANNIs 
tit. clitaliS ti Itihem to "ivi" ti:'ii havie 1iivideii sivicits, the did's role
seine .. ,es to sa.., thu Intt Illosate il,, iucoit 1 . less sivnificant. It is signi-
tlhir i Tital. i;ltgr st'ti(in of the litallt lhr.jt eveii tho.,, ANNIs who have 
vilh; .iiNs.the litril tl ri'.dIrigle and to ijislird their imate by openly carry-
tie \vwikers ihinI this ]aitoir iivokc in t extraurtaritai affairs within the 
a etclitig o, sti-it ilitipiatlhy. vilizv coniitlii: to ciijirirand respect

'l'lt.it lile biiii'i iriiwriis (tllhithi ImtStm vilalieis. 

tort tile villilges that ftill t lb1t)help h'li oveiall image of the 
 ANM or 
fron the o-rnisalin w\Illl,) i they en- ihi iI IV in villages in North India 
t'tuttttitil (milnput titlil, hllhiflt auvp- is that oh a person who is quite dis-
1:111cf. o a pIltitoiai - talt rinhithlis services tlwem - invant unli hlr spV-
i1t(i). v\isictoi and Itj'ciny. "lh, eial lpetolie or fho thos , who can jpivy
dislatified ,lt'j itoli '. 4 i l ieenallowed hot- her si rvics. Sirte is iit for the poor.
ti mivey sjrriaii state stilrsiegwardilu She cai lbr eallhd tirly when there ar 
these tiitl ,lts.Fhuitit to Ir\ivile cv'n comllicatils and twl. also she should 
a vty y . istit ailth st'l bi. paid. Site is not expected to visit 
\vices, p.ilt itilarly itiralei\ scvici,, has I i ii di rir g tit pitginaircy or after the 
tenidediti r-i, for(v this itagt di:rati\',tliverv. In the villages in the Souith,

IBtait.st litilire of' wutkers t lii. position is (oelvl) ileltively ietter,.
ihvillp rapl, i I \\ith tll, villaygr. soit)(- thiligh tirere also tire titilisiitiii of the 
tiites tie vii'ager., Ie t.uiiit til itilt 'NM is urrc h iehw tire tptimal ievel,
ti.ir ih'.tis filr ,hil\, planting si \ii- !is leavintig suhstantial unmet felt 
CtIs. Nitativi reIluNtie invtket Iby the ie (1s. Antetital and postnatal care of 
hilhildld atritih. t dw family pan- tht. ijllwrs. -as well as care 
ing wiktis aii the siugile iiiethotl itass cIilhcn are virtually abserrt even in
aplrtoaili iisi.i ;hiltl) e l blit lt'il oitn tfie v ilhkgis where lPI-ICs have been 
€oiicii..ul tie thtactiv!1vQyfat immil vilati,,'rsseekml Iltnrttio))fii i <l- a velv long time.Lad der.lact i\': i. seek ily Ititini iethllS Ituk thttiti whenever available, are 
f t l. i l i( , ,tut thiise d(Ir aittIs P- , e I r el' ittaccessili, thaln tire LIIVs 

ittli mil ,iiit1tuthw ti lick (;i r,!- and1 ANNM s. 'Fit(' villagers actively seek 
t-I'i lin'1titli. fPtl w otk(tts. tieir hlwj r ev .i take thi' patients to

lhe ; .ll tieii;tl ista; ces Il tll-. city hispi tal ill he case of intrac-
itlhi ,s. \wil. iailing to g.t siitalti' tale lstetrical cmlications. These 
fimtii p it! rig s'rv i(es fitin the I1C. .lti 011(.'( ;,liin itelir the prevailing no-
ttk teltiltis, I illtict.d Ahiititns to liti that tin( illiterate, supirstitiotus and 
g.ut rid of n ant;ed l),t'v iu ics. This ig inrant viliagerli, to not accept offer 

14i1(ily tiils ho if tIhet t ticl! ii it. of scie itific health care services and, 
tlutllii'v ti 1111-t their ntiis for the iistead, thy got for primitive healthsir'ies hit it as driaws attention ttr practices. 

Ihiv ftiiiire oif l l- pIrtigralilini to uril They co i(lict th(' rrajority of the 
suilt t .l lit it Si'Ivi( ,s to nothers leliv,'ries (v.ii il tit. villages \-here tire 
with ))\\;tIedi rt'gui cies, despitet lie IIIC is leated. Ill the villages with no 
pissagt, til tie 'aboirtion hill. PIIC, their sway is almost complete. ItMist if tli, Nirtlli istrs have to is noteworrthy that they seek help from 
get thi sippyiv fr li tll- cimmercial lhe ANNI, LII V or Lady Doctor for
ti' lri..s. Tic dellt htlihhrs an' virtual- ompliaiitins which they are unable tor
lv rlti -.xishnt ittli the fr(e(.sUly fron maiage. Use f un'it-,un instruments antIPIIC, arcildiili Stme villagers, adthptitm if tiler methods )y the ditast) often 

it' lis it S w;r\. ii and it beill li the rket is atn rlatite and friends can held 
sodhi l ~htih,. 'Ollllinn'rt.al channel. ressl ifoirli m frequent, til l. h more

The stuhv of iron aud folio acid oeciirritnc, iol niticlrtal tetanus and other 
falhs ;t:ll Ihu tishxoid injv'etions tio comiplicatitns. I it, in contrast with the 
Ilivitn;tit \v)liltt. hintiiisatian ut nut- \NM and ilt, 1,11V, tit(y 'ither dihn'l 
ri inu plt ritrlllles tir pre-st,]itolti iltre' ecst anythinig ir Ilitir Charges are mode-
aitd \ihi tl1illfhl.t tit the poptula- ra'. they are casil v availaie and aes-
litin. all tit \\lith ar sipposed t ire silhtie at :il\- h r)m of tile day, they
,11.11 iv lhl- fatiily plimiting pro- t'vatil pit\ r:pitt'd visits to the mother 

d m11ij.g (lie p'lvl lmly. lil.il, it,,d altivr 
I-dwo,r tile\, perfomilt i f ar.f 1 I 1,)!,. 

o'fi;fin:,ti the tiotlier. iu:,ijw ;t cr 
till- itald, washing th f, litfis and dis
posing oL tit(- pla lifta ar il l . Slid 
itat:rial lull, -above all, lit'wi , a is. 111 

ttirtgral ])art of tile vililluI. :ocial ,vs
t it they inspire confiden(i, . tio , tie 
villagers anti unlike the ANNM.s aMid 
1 11iVs, they do riot slidtle theii by 
th-ir crt or (vei. rude behaviour. As 
in the case of the Registered Me'dical 
Practitioiirs, confiien nt by reflativ"s 
and friends and the iridigenous dais 
is t)piiar among tire villagers not Ihe
tuse of their intrinsic iricits buit in 

the abse:ce of suitable services froni 
the ANM/LIIV/Lady Doctors, they 
;ire coirpelird to settle for something 
which they consider tt le inferior hut 
which is all that is available and acces
siili, to them. 

"'hes:, are the two prograur iris Which 
canIle stated to have attained some 
stieess in reaching the grass-roots. Des
pitt. s'verai complaints reiarding the 
sincerity of these workers, ther, is al
most ijrmiversal agreement anring the. 
villag'is that these workers di visit the 
eommunity - they reach peotple in 
their hones. It is, however. interesting 
that frequently the villagers do not 
a.sociate them with the IIIC: 
Q oes anybody froit tire 1u1 visit 

yorr village? 
Q : Ans\lai ' who asks abouit feve,who1ilasksnllalethnttgiv:'s 1iemiiciiis aiid \rites oIn the 

Xsall? 
;I oi. vs, the nrlaria man. lie visits 

once in two-three months. 
Q : Anvilody giving smallpox vaccina

tion? 
A : Yes. lie visits three-fiiur tiin's a 

yarin(i also goes to the school to 
vaccinate the children. 

(): lave you vacciliated all your 

children? 
.1: Yes. 
Except whenr there are itind rstandable 

compulsions such as the prospect of tire 
poverty stricken mither Ising wages 
tr 1-5 days at the peak agricultur'al 

seasorn due to the child's vaccination 
reactins and smle cases orforthodox, 
there is g(-areral aceeptane'. ot siiailpx 
vaccination inl village ommunities. 

The number of children who are hi 'ft 

inivaccinated due to laps's of the pa. 

rents appear to hi( at,' r sirall firae
tion of thtose whoi riiain uvaccinattd 
due to the lapses f tll, vaccinators tild 
their supirvisors. l)uring ait outbrreak 
of sitnallpox in a village whet-t tire stittly 
was going on, the organisation w.as 
seur to react very sluggishly, both in 
t.rins tif g:'ttirg the infotrmatin and inl 
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'mis 	 of taking pr'vntive measures, 
lIo, 	 fild1ing little to choose hetween 

reatinent of a smallpox case ily wesi-
IIII 	 methods and depending on the 
'oddhss Sitala for the survival, the 
,ilageis adpted I a mixture of both 
hitse 	 pliltit 's. 
Patients silhitein, from tuberculosis, 

Cprosy and Iracholna get very little 
wrefit frin the corresonding national 
lrogra1es. They are forted to seek 
t 	Ilpflom elsewhere, Such help is not 
)Ifdyoich wore expensive and [other-
sone, I)lilt it is also much less eflica-
ritIls, hoth clinically as well ac epide-
Iliolfgically. Other preventive measures, 
f 	 vourse, are alnost non-existent. 
Usually, the Sanitary lnsp-cttor of 

[he PIIC is not even associated by the 
villagers with inimunisation programmes, 
L.haning and disinfection of wells and 
ponds, garbage (lisposal, promotion of 
sanitary latrines, etc. "Ilnspectio" of 
village food an ( inilk vendors remains, 
in the villagers' eye;, I r,main preoccu-
pation in the field of environmental 
sanitation. Although, by far the great 
majority of the villagers still go to the 
fields for defecation siglnificantly, im-
pelled by sheer felt need, a numbe 
of them have ineurred eonsiderable ex-
penditure to get latrines of various 
types installed in their homes. They got 
little help in any form from the PH1C. 
This is another instance of the health 
institution falling behind even the al-
ready existing felt need for preventive 
services in the community, 

'Iiire are no sustained efforts to deal 
with such diseases -as cholera, diphtheria 
ald guineawonu and hookworm infesta-
tilons as public health problems. When, 
however, epidemics of cholera and diph-
theria struek separately two of the study 
villages when the field work was going 
on, the PHC and the district health 
authorities eult'nltered little difficulty 
ill gettinig coniniunitv. participation in 
tie anti-epidemic measures. There were 
also instances, of villagers, on their own, 
seeking triple antigen immnisation 
fiorn the PIJIC. Very often even this 
need was not met by the P1iC. 

Registration of births and deaths are 
v'ry incomplete. School health services 
and llltrition services are virtually non-
existent, 

Interview of tile workers at the PHC 
reveal:'d that the disorganisation of the 
P1IC is even more advanced than what 
('ilie ot (If the stody of the villagers. 
This disorganisation is m'anifest fn tillthe 

activities of tile PMIC - medical care, 
family planning, maternal -and child 
health services, control of communica-
bie dliseise au( other community health 
activities. On 1more than o occasion 

the interview wsas ellolndl of a stiiuilus 
to trigger off a spootaneo oltlollming 
of a torrent of commelnts lIrn scine 
IiIIC workers on the ei ,Iilial state 

of affairs in these ilstitlitiolls. Even 
in the PIC which had :iI. eptionally 
dedicated Medical Olfic.r-n-( :harge, 
apart from some inlfinvellient ill the 
medical care and iittrity strvicts, 

which, nevertheless, is verv"\-nuch Ile-
low the full capacity of tilt, orgallisa-
tilcl. there is little 'activity in the other 
fields. 

Offieials of the state he'alth direc-
torates, 'after eosuring that tiley can res-
pIoll( to the tultestil s pIt to th',1 by 
the author as public hi'alth wIrkers, 
rather than 'Us gIvIrellll t ollficial., 
were also quite forthrilht in pointting 
out major flaws in the iorganisation an(i 
management of rural health selvices in 
their respective states. Their seresl,,p 
to these questions prioviie roudsll to 
believe that the findings front the vii-
lages and PlllCs of the four states art 
also likely to he valid for tile villages 
and PI1ICs of the other six states of 
the countrx'. Their major t'ofnine(ts: 
(a) 	 The ideal of the plrilary health 

centre exists only in nalie. It is 
in total disarray. The teilln leader 
of the PIIC, xw'ho is the pivot of the 
institution, not only lacks the qua-
lities needed to provide leadership 
but he is also a most reluctant 
worker, having interests which are 
often diametrically opposed to the 
interests of the PtC. 

(b) 	The medical colleges have conspi-
cunously failed in giving the needed 
orient'ation to the graduates. The 
departments of preventive and so-
cial medicine have not only failed 
to bring about the expected social 

•oientation of medical education, 
but, in the bargain, they' have ilso 
lost their grasp over the practical 
community health issues. There is 
an urgenlt need for thorough review 
of thejr role. 

(c) 	 A number of directors of health ser-
-ices drew attention to the very till-
favourable impact of the family 

" 	planning progranine on the rural 
health services. Too nuich of pre-
occupation of the PIfC st-fT with 
the attainment of family planning 
targets has led to further neglect of 

' 	the health progranmes. The miass 
vasectomy canip approach tol family 
planning has itirthelr extenulted this 

4 	 prollem. The ('nlir, health work 
comes to a virtual standstill for over 
four months 1pr'celing i 111ss tlllal). 
Somne of tllein dramatically ])]olight 
home this point hy producin' graplhs 
to show that outbreaks of siall)ox 

anI chiolia ;o1 !,'i'tot-ctI,'liti 
t'S'lnlis.dI %\t'til olV iit4iII 

(if the niOirt.(oani. A ool.ir ,i' 
%%oikeis 'itttihlf wcri4I0 5ItlhI1k: 

to the inalhi and tiI.alpfx eradi
cation plot1ailrli's tI pote(Iifl-a

tiun of thf.Ill(C .tfl will tlolil. 

planning '.rk. 'I'h.1., .'.I'tlo

111 ('allips SICll t fl;rti 4I '. I C 

I i Illsli'iI CS C'.VII M1 0 111, 11TC 

of till' state funily lfanoi l, olli
cels. \Withi tilt' adoptio nl1" a "iih'" 
level of ftr Il.assiIc','ti\'e the 
Cailps, tlitre t ailltlllisa hild,,ni t 
the pote'nti[all avoid thea,(,pt,,s to 

rtgular "lIw" incentivis andl wait 
'trt lt I.Xt nl01.s callip. ths e.ll

in g ti a sI,-1,0lintilevi'ry shar 
ler (If acceptols ftr the IcolaininC 
tt-Ili elor'V Ioths if the C'ar. 

is 	 palpabift(d) 	 h'llera lack tf political
 
will tot d,.\elI lcalth services fol
 
tile iral pIulati . Several poiblic
 
l italth desw ik'rs poi:ited out that 
pite prtltat iilns olf ccern lotthe 
villa C 'vs'r health n'I, IIs. till' political 
i'adcrship is ilucl mrlt inclined tl 
de'elo illstitilti s il 10bal aleas 

--11 trI' hlspital l1d. illre presti
giolls sllper speci.llitics. mrc,inltn
sive ('are units and more facilities 
for educationti an research in sophiq
ticated ani prestigious Imedical in
stitlitions. Instead of overcorniI 
the wvasteful ihstrlltions Iroia thl 
lur'auierIts, tleyN activlx' nurture 
thi'lll. Tht'e is also ranliant interf'r
unce in tile day-to-day adllinistra

tion of health servic's - in the 
creati(aIof posts. il 'ajpointIn'nts 

aind in pronotion and transfer of 
health perstinel. Delmocratic de
centralisation of tileadministration 
in Some states have made till- ser
vices inthese st'aes 'ven iInre vIl
nerahle to inde political interfer
enee. 

(e) 	 There is a considerable degree of 
unmet felt need for all types of 
health services: 'apart froln son 
very overt medical care needs, there 
is considerable needl for servic'es for 
iat-ern and child health, ltrition, 

ilnnninisatio. environmental silita
tion Qlnd witcr Supply, school health 
tnd 	health and family lplanwint in
foinoatiln. 

Exte'nsive pre'alelo'V (If ahjI'ct ptlver
t', as a resllt of whi' Ilre than half 
tf the polphl',itii i onlal toiit,,t even 

the inillill dietetic calril' neds and 
appalling tl itiIls tf .l tatio1, watter 
.iipply, uint!and d prsc't ic itatil 

[''l.icI settllng whic'h is conducive tI
 
wvid,'spread pIcv\,ence tl %'arilttywl[',
 
tf helth pillri.ins ill tle t.IollotIniy.
 

These hlcalth prolh'ms flinrlII,-1I'slilill
a 
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(V.nltloict i of tie ovesall gloomy picture 

of th way of life ill Indian villages. Ig-
r.IalUt.e sliperstition, Suspicionz, alpathy 

-and fatalisin shoul thrive iu such a mi-

lielz. It is thrlcloeta tribute to the 

strlIgthi o till, culture of the rural po-
Sllati4msill India tll t, despite these 

overwhiniLig odds, their health beha-
viour has retained so niu ch of rationality. 

As ill tli, country, as ;I whole, as il-
(]eed in tileinternational fields, in the 
villages also the conditions of acute pO-
verty and helplessness is associated with 
a political system which is dominated b,, 

a tiny group of highly privileged per-
Sons. 11is political power, in tuni, 
vests this group with additional power 
iIfurther exploit the weaker sections. 

Over and above, they get support and 
siistenatice from similar power elites 
higher up in the hierarchy, which ex-
tends right into the international rena. 
Each one of the villages studied thus 
prestllted a picture of a rather stable 
eqilibrium,min which .ivast majority of 
the village population is kept effectiv"ly 
subdued by a small privileged group 
which has acquired political power by 
controlling land, trade, co-operatives, 
industry, noneylending, education and 
the law and order and the judicial sys-
tems. Experience has taught these 
weaker sections that efforts to stand up 
to the prevailing order will invite very 
deterreut punishnent, They have thus 
leanit to live with the system, thus giv-
ing it "stability". 

Because of tlleir urban orientation, 
workers of rural health and other deve-
lopnent ageiacies generally have a strong 
distaste for rural life. This distaste is 
for the entire rural way of life, and not 
sinmply for the very poor facilities 
available there. The health workers tend 
to keep a distance from the rural popu-
lation as a whole. However as they are 
requireld it,uirk for the rural popula-
tions, they take advantage of the village 
power structure and confine themselves, 
[IS the privileg-far as possible, to satisfy 
cd gentry of the village. In doing so 
they (a) ,o.inapprobations and rewards 
from the so-called community leaders 
who have the car of their superior olfi-
.irs lind of the political leaders the',it 
higher scales; (I) deal with the least 
dis'agreeable segment of the coonutlinity; 
aud (c) get a free handlto "tackle" the 
re.st of the c mnmunity. 

,IMPLICA*I()NSO1 FINDINCS 

These findillgs have two implications 
that 'ure of far-reaching significancr. 

(1) 	 That there is considerable unneet 
felt need for all types of health 
iadifamily planning services. The 
task before health administrators 

is that of taking uita~l, .teps to 
meet these Imnlnt Il-tnc1.ds. 

(2) 	 There is collsideial, i uIsicd ca-

pacit in tilecxistili health s.el-
vices of the mlntrs The task 
here is that If i.ohilisiig this til-
used c'apIacity to inert the already 
existing unmet felt needs for 
health services. 

Mere quantitative additiolns to 
the existing structure of health 
services will amount to sllbsidisa-
tion of inefficienicy and waste, at 
a time when the available resour-
Ves are so scarce. 

lECOMMNIEN Al IONS 

'I"te malady of the rural health set'i-
ces of India is a part (if the mal-ady that 
is afflicting almost all walks of life of 
the 	country. It is very deep seated. 
Mere symptomatic "treatent" of the 

health services by making quantitative 
additiois or by giving orientation traiMl-
ing" to the ANM s, family planning 
workers, to the PIIC dloctors or even to 
the administrators at district, state or 
Central levels will only olscure the real 
malady. The malady lies el)ep thein 
Culture of the political leadership I the 
country - their lack of real commitment 
to the welfare of the weaker sections of 
the 	population. A sweeping change ill 
his culture at the political level 

cultural revolution - is needed as a re-
medy to bring tht value systel of the 
political leadership il tune with the Di-
rective Principles for the State Policy of 
the Constitution. This, in turn, should 
lead to sweeping changes in tht 'cIII-
ture" of the lnreaucracy, tile technocra-
cy and the various institutions for cdu-
cation -and training anti researcll. They 
Innst all become subordinate to tile in-
terests of the popuiation of tile couintry 
as a whole, rather than those of a tiny 
privileged class. 

These developments ws'ill initiate a 
nmber of secondary changes, for ex
ample, revitalisatio n of the adnlinistra-
tive machinery and social orientation (If 
education and training of health woik-
ers. %These changes will significantly 
influence the quality of policy fornula-
tion, planning, research ((IneitiIn and 

training kind inplenmentatioll and evl-
luation in the field of rural health ser-

IHIW SO1that lie can I(ov'ilte Illore 
lefective h1adershiI l i us team. 

ho. c lxa(IIple; 
(2) 	 Itesti tll nilg Il til,I la. Iwalth 

poglallllcs, I. ,.hLa(ljillg all alp
lroaih ul svstCIoS anal. isatid 

pci ata.ipl r.scarih of -v. ing 
gIadt's tI sophisticatimu to gvt 

lI(Lim'.c Ilew r'ii(. tavoIII.'lI., 

tuilis l11411the leslollis that are 

alrtaIy issigncd to the Iural 
health sel victs. Illdia's family 

planniig l)rograllilmli (an be taken 
as aulilnStant,. addi1t,eeIssl',y, 
tional data ar, cillcuted to sup

llileIt the already available in
folrnlatin to ssttIilatically scru

tinise the irlgralmle as ai entire 
systei - as a comlnlex inter
acti01I LInISiStillg oif atliinIIer of' 
cIrlloni ts, sich its orgaliisa

tiolal st liuctre, elteti lenegssof 

til.teh soch as logisi 
c id .i t anit pll'
and t ali11 1in 1 (i tY' ir)Irt c 
ticipatiln - an1d to identify all 

altefrative systlll with amonre 
efwective lld of cgitenponents 
which wvill give git-ater returcs 
Troisthe lnvestnllt If raslrces. 
This atllpr.ich will ie applicable 
tl still bigger systems. Such a 
broad based study, for instance, 
((light lead to a shift of' empha
sisiroin the urbau tIl tile rural, 
trniu the curative to tile preven
tive ,iild thefront stiperspeciali
ties to scuve tile few (for selected 
example, brain surgery) to routine 
jileasulres (for exaniple, surgery 
1lr stiaugnlated lernia -nd obl
stricted labour) to alleviate the 
sllfferilg of tilt very inany; und 

(3) 	 Adopting the siinle iesearch ap
proach to identify areas of rural 
health services wiucll should get 
llrilrity for additional investment 
If resouorces. 

S III EDIA 5NIA'nIoNs IllI im 
IOII^'rl AC;ioN 

i'tsllling th-at thent is the required 
pllitical will to bring abo11u1 the needed 
radical clanges i tll strlchieInd 
functions (if the ievlth svstell of 

tll couinti, lelding till avail
ability of *rtsults (iot lnre ehllorate 

vices in India. It is possibIl to idtnll-oi e(ai Ilal iseuch studies, the findings 
tify 	 three phases in this ilocess f 

strelgthening of riral lhalth svrvices ill 
India: 

(1) 	 More efficient and uiu, tlht'cive 
utilisation Cf the It 1stiircesthal 
'are already availllle mu'rI lla 

health services; througlh iipr(v-
ing the mlanagerial 0111n1111lli(t(e If 
the physician 411 Ileill (,hiit!rt 

of tillle 	 rvasonablypresent stidy pirvith 

iids ii.ill t(1 f(r akig (rtecasts ablout 
tihe lines If, acItill thlat lly lv adplted 

is ill I'nIergIncy inlcasilr,Inctto some 
ill the vry itir :tiil 1imminediate 
rel iri 115 IIIri(Ifht 111o l'alth services 
(if India: 

(1) 	 (Cplalbility to deliver glods, 
ratiwr thin Llciillit'.' lIr ltilier con
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siid lalt.iil. sli.hl giidl. apillcIll- Ill . kIIsrYpsiliolls 
lt- ill hild hav. the backing of the tiJetisv,. rcerral m livws.*lllilc. w lailisation,lith . 1 ll,",lth goling (10) ellsurino; III III th,'.After 111tdk.,d; 

lelihl l heal sel' r -li%%(,.tk,'l,ti o! tlh\lhIII [hie II lIlle ieve Thetycc lln . I highest .. .h lZet lllt ils th.Illovid imu, foll supplor~t and help) t t heillftil lira~ l he.a{llh l,e i ,:!;!{,il] , 


thrill \\itllil'v lefliiiil I' lailile . 1I li1 htil iltoflit e t r ofr ic'sl el sho li 1 I m*Iad . Ivailthe . 
Ihe INlul lltalll. ii tiii l vi' el' d 3 11d i' c gt .1.JI l( I (,tl t hat sth y asifr l Il l' w.ith a1tile iii . 
lielI l '.'al iihl- li 'at", l irei st tilt e di tritols ili e ul ev' %then they ttillrmotre ihi o '1t 
al d al0l II ,-% S111 lgIs Itli st )l it tiyie fi serv hil's, Ievi.. T h ist ed olltldb ", ltry 
cd " llllit -land 'Ihsehi 'athlIm\'&u c l itiof l e gf aie of s hi- h flnther sti thrni o il e 
h phl lil l illos., im nial i. illiflll It'loile , steps shCld ho (3 ,h4, Of tile mos tpINlS'ljer.l 1 

( ii2) jili (III l liiiliii lie 1 i tlt w'lhkic.s 1t diigl IA tetl r th y ie i with elt fle 
l t , 

leillilel dic'll 'lst il 'fill ili. i t i. l.pI r vidte d e.'acs to t'hel increase i p nt ie s gtl it t 's aicn 

( ai soa t i I- i lill. i;l' if i tsh l tll' t-i ll y e xistin inst itut ion s piatg-s upoIgervi itiersi.
 

ll is, its siie alld its sill otf i ll h h acilities corresponding
( oflital pIlilysis i L pla g rad.es ationh, ih6.% - o flso p histi . C O NL:US IONS
 
Moilt, PIUM!1'a1lllll sillghd Inlcat,, it
sholdh Ilie (.5) is aitprescint not p:os- consideralo, I'dt needThole is um ,.l~t
outl 1,01 llitllldliateailtioll. Tihis .;ihh, it)provide li terlnit services folr cu~rative, lr(ve~lli\' and,] falnlikv

I t d tol- all \il!lu(,s,at itm hlilhl bo dlilt,,.- to ill(, the peripheral planning srvwvs arn.,ig rural po ill1auq~li~l{ ema, hwallh\\-u s s im her was:' 
 workers as well Irsi ni rlm'wlul tri 

of 1I ol'o('I's aid towarIs check- .i thlir SlpervisI rs should acti- Ciosiderable undv r-Wilitation of ivi'o tileilli! an hoin of eli1-ter delllilliisation 1'y %%i1k with the local daiis and very, lillited rural h'alth iiid f.i1nilythe staff tfll'ad if ., (lll l itv. give tem1 In-the-jolll training. I)hiliwl serVics that ll', i'en ladhi•h l las1 vlSl( tllly ('allp Thes:, I)w'olih'ral;iplo{ath sllhld be ilillf-d'i-ately level workers a 4ailal)c to them. The'et, finding, v'i'.l h Ia ea a al cto he tt seriom lqycall qoetstioll ()Iinl so)lile tile 
s-pl'd. Tbys "illg t" s, telll s 1)II rt of tire_nlearsISt available basic pri cipI's ilinlrI ig tlhe hd VII'tl 
Miliir'thi ilv'lvijlL (el(illl ldv (i ctlor, w'hoi 'also should moot of the haltil services tfthe c()llnallil en ictllI nllt shi llsalsl lie )lla\-( avaihlhl to ler facilities toi tIr ill general and thlls olf tile rllradhalt:'I Instead,riincdiately.sco11Iore c lpllicatedihlh'I~lang \.klors cases to) ara il particular. flw 'lf ct' iv,,ai iresol)histicated illstitutions. hayv.
I' il llaniin g ir and (() 'l'. heen thiC efforts to irillg dh)Olt sO'iil(I..ts ill ItICs should be lri t .llltatilnof ('(l catilln id training
1Hil I p lnnin~g Slirk siIIIiId Ill' I ~ fr 
holill:v idhltified \tithl ity i( oftll5(',)nlmufi g~i\'ell
hea~llh \%ork. clvar guidelines for action. hialth flow havTheir sIllt'rvirs shioua{. prlivide workers? itIfectiv'ehe'll the upgradiel dl'pilrtll'Its (if 'n'r

() At till' illlt p'rihleral level, tilt.
'Ill tiltllall Ileeiht Support. v:'ntive and social mdliicine ill m edicaland Irt-ventive. services
I. ;t\'ill a~!r uti', Almi tt jr 1111111Sl l I~ lll)(,f for c lnt1imnityprlvitllighealthleadershilp c lleies ;inldotherin t ill SciilstitultiinsV (If pace--o111work Infinity iV-alth i t'as ill't o4.1ill s il hlia .Sl all groi p(11 " th ii a,te %r sh ld offer easily setters f r inducin gchl ._'s int h ec l-

',ll1I IaiI lI ahIroida b aile a '.es.ilh, al 'fficaciOus medical turelIlallh Irk~r. (If the healthl'11' fsillh11 i (ait.I proh'ss i)n? I low'care servi.e2s t)rc;uliI hi hey ht llrS 

the patients, in- effective has beel the break with tiiic'Illiliv facililt's folr diagnosis andwf oil tradlitios of th1.,t tl ile bl I r i(hl s~pevi sc treallne n t o f pu lm i - - blak w ith 
collni;al adnlinish'ationth e (ht miin a t nd o v',r eh,00. ll~\...'i(,alA';m'
(111111%I and th-o rfo~li s of holier- Iw:arin, roe( oftitht. cacrA',v W .1tic adhminishl hhlhs1-31
.11rlfilif v failyl n y ]).lalllingai s p Iftlt Isis,n n chil~iu llnl. leprosy, filariaand tra- tratiirs oif t()break ,I ldiall Civil Seil'i(e and\\ithth e. mlilitaristic on el-hack 

I lee list,l\. (hilren agaimt (7)(ifuo AhItel I'illg providtied with titlhlo1i ll '"'11Iimdi mind (if the t-'chnical officI'rsI s, ll'r llll(r- (if the old 
ti mllsi 1-1 Il-11141 sffr 

I iri'elfacilies and guidance, lIldian Medical Servic. ?-chiil liltw effective
evI'rY iealIthII iker of the P1IC have been theih .. o 1111i lil l 'ffots toI evt'hop a new.or veilhlnc 
 shmil bt- h:'il acctllntable for admiinistrativei.1k alwice cillttir.\ au1)I surellanceI whicih (;ll priovidehis/I 5lr
milk. They shluld lie\l pl'.liliwl.aild illle hal more( cffectivt. htaltht hihi a, rl' s'rvices toi theIlrt;llh.'1their achievements plplltlation of the cotintr\? Aiive all.I llll1litvil. ID! 51i1111' ly and stitable aclionI 
ill g 

.11 taken in case how serious has beet tile I'adership ofll. 'iknCss' in tile l'xis- IIf shi illnigs.tlii lg a nn es iorta xi(st (8 ) h lil l liat step s art:tak n to see 
the coointry in squarwly con fronting thei l, hIilah iles fiirce i of sttul u t1m1\ h ich -inr. in th ef tra (rl n il- tofNt all rural health institut )ions waY of developing rational health ser 

bascliavidtli es,wms.mi and wxl  hay; adequate stock oFlalvsh'I'lllwlvls, these the basic ict.sin the country?ewomrk-needed
 
I' aealitrie'Iir Ilerndg aqiirendquipmentneed r


olg 
tho-st, Thse intenitims have iell repeatedlyday-t -diy workI 'and they are in reiterated during tile past 25 years.lasks. (ol 1Upp11 rtiV4. Sil)('!vi- 11 ohtaio sul)pl of .isitiInThere is a very urgent ii:'ed for translat-Siol \%/1iI 'infoirce this com- special rugs at a shoit inotice. ing a1ll sich piotis intent ions into Collritlelln'. Other 'olrk'rs who F .are this plorplse it will lie nec('s- crete action prograninw.s. Ior this tlresarv to1 zearI'cilhIl I the a i't-vel all' gifer swok inhsthYi 

entire drug ' has ti lie a radiital (hjiartnli. fililt ft lhe ('ountry tieto pro- past. For m lkii gtel In-the-jll) trainjing as an 
thl heiith ser's('I'S

('.I' siv,duv 1, 80-100 drugs really icaningfiu to the poip latiin Iif
111111 . InCII Ilwasire.('.11e it*shli be possible

doe which arl' of vital necessity tile country, it .\'ill 2)l('(('ssa'vle tolto fril til. lar. bulk of t]hc popula- iring about fundar ent.al ald I'cisiv' 
IIoIe am.a (i'tuate'train- tlin Ilti t illtt. chalges in tit' "culture" of tih(' ]lalthii ig lvill me ifr tlhe peripheral (9) Available transport facilities Se'Vitces in India - changes ill Ile valueiw'Illk's s11 that til-.y tail perfhrin shl hliI . I llynl ilise'd tI pro- systm Of tLu' llolitical Icallirship a ldnltlIlICil Illi's ('T'ell .effectively. vih. sopl)l II tIllllility health changes in the culture of the. entile 

rii)hi 'raI. I) c m st 1 rI i \'ikers wl Irk, i lldin g deve(llpm'nt of health ser'ie's syst'llm IIf tht moi t. 4 


